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Heat flux and heat conductance at the metal mold interface plays a key role in
controlling the final metal casting strength. It is difficult to obtain these parameters
through direct measurement because of the required placement of sensors, however they
can be obtained through inverse heat conduction calculations. Existing inverse heat
conduction methods are analyzed and classified into three categories, i.e., direct inverse
methods, observer-based methods and optimization methods. The solution of the direct
inverse methods is based on the linear relationship between heat flux and temperature
(either in the time domain or in the frequency domain) and is calculated in batch mode.
The observer-based method consists on the application of observer theory to the inverse
heat conduction problem. The prominent characteristic in this category is online
estimation, but the methods in this category show weak robustness. Transforming
estimation problems into optimization problems forms the methods in the third category.
The methods in third category show very good robustness property and can be easily

extended to multidimensional and nonlinear problems. The unknown parameters in some
inverse heat conduction methods can be obtained by a proposed calibration procedure. A
two-index property evaluation (accuracy and robustness) is also proposed to evaluate
inverse heat conduction methods and thus determine which method is suitable for a given
situation. The thermocouple dynamics effect on inverse calculation is also analyzed. If
the thermocouple dynamics is omitted in the inverse calculation, the time constant of
thermocouple should be as small as possible. Finally, a simple model is provided
simulating the temperature measurement using a thermocouple. FEA (Finite Element
Analysis) is employed to simulate temperature measurement.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
The technique of metal castings is extensively used to produce large quantities
of complicated components yet in an inexpensive manner. There are two techniques
for casting metals: one uses breakable molds such as sand or investment castings, in
which the mold is used only once and must be broken up to free the solidified casting;
and permanent mold or die castings, where the mold is expected to last up to several
hundreds or thousands of casting pours [1].
The mechanical properties of a casting depends on the composition of the melted
material components, the surrounding atmosphere, the pressure, the bulk melted
material dynamic state during solidification process such as mechanical vibration, and
especially heat transfer condition surrounding the melted materials. In general, all
these factors are coupled with each other during the solidification process. If these
factors can be controlled, the final casting strength and other mechanical properties
will be optimal. In order to obtain desirable final casting properties, numerous
researches have been done concerning the effect of material components [1],
mechanical vibration [1], and pressure [2] on the castings. Heat transfer is the key
factor during the solidification process [3]. It controls, for example, as-cast
microstructure and porosity formation and distribution,
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which are both key factors controlling casting static strength and fatigue strength [4]. The
objective of this thesis mainly focuses on the determination of the heat transfer condition
at the metal mold interface. In the literature, most studies focus on the specification of the
heat transfer coefficient between mold and casting. Accurate specification of the heat
transfer coefficient can be used to properly predict the microstructure and porosity of
castings [5]. The heat transfer coefficient calculation is a parameter estimation problem in
terms of observer theory [6]. In the literature, many approaches to the inverse heat
conduction problem (IHCP) are explored. A summary of historical background of the
various inverse methods is provided.

1.2 Literature Review
IHCP has been extensively explored during the past two decades [7-14, 16, 17,
19-25].
Blum and Marquardt [12] obtained a zero-phase solution for the IHCP based on
the discretized z-domain transform of the direct heat conduction problem. Tikhonov [7]
obtained the whole domain regularization method based on the sensitivity matrix
relationship of the direct heat conduction problem. Based on the same sensitivity matrix
relationship, Shenefelt et al. [14] obtained a robust IHCP solution by employing the
singular value decomposition (SVD) method.
Based on the observer theory, three kinds of IHCP methods are investigated. The
Kalman filter design technique [19] is used to obtain a Kalman type observer [17]. The
least-squares technique is also combined with the Kalman filter to obtain an estimated
heat flux [17]. This method is later improved in [19-21]. By adding suitable corrections to
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the direct heat conduction equations, Marquardt and Auracher [18] presented a state and
disturbance observer solution to the IHCP. Beck [18] developed a sequential estimation
method based on the sensitivity matrix relationship of the direct heat conduction problem.
If the future time step is unity, the method is simplified into Stolz method [22]. Although
the method has been improved later with different techniques, such as, linear heat flux
functional form [8], damped least square based sequential regularization method [8],
optimally determined the time step and the number of future data [23], and more recently
FE based sequential estimation method which can deal with both linear and nonlinear
problem [24], the overall approach is essentially the same. The main difference is the
choice of gain coefficient and time step and the number of future data, so that a better,
smoother yet more precise result is obtained.
Optimization is also employed to solve IHCP, among which dynamic
programming [25], steepest descent optimal [9], and conjugate gradient method (CGM)
[9,10] have been explored. CGM, due to its excellent search algorithm, i.e., its selfadjusting and global convergence properties [26-31], has been extensively investigated in
dealing with IHCP [9,10]. Using CGM, IHCP is transformed into three sub-problems,
i.e., the direct problem, the adjoint problem, and the sensitivity problem [9,10]. The
IHCP solution is then obtained through optima searching.

1.3 Motivation of the Research
The goal of this thesis research is to analyze and compare the existing IHCP methods,
so that a suitable method can be chosen in different situations. The method of choosing
unknown parameters in some IHCP methods will be investigated from the perspective of
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engineering application. A unified post processing procedure will also be explored to
enhance the robustness of weak IHCP methods. Another goal of this thesis is to analyze
the thermocouple dynamics effect on the inverse heat transfer calculation. Finally
temperature measurement process using a thermocouple will be modeled and its effect on
the IHCP is considered.

CHAPTER II
INVERSE HEAT CONDUCTION: ANALYSIS, COMPARISONS AND
IMPROVEMENTS

2.1 Introduction
Inverse heat transfer problems have been extensively explored and utilized in
various industrial applications during the past two decades [7-10]. IHCP can be
classified into two broad categories. One is the parameter estimation problem,
examples of which include the determination of the heat transfer coefficient during
various manufacturing and heat treatment processes, the surface heating history
estimation by the shuttle reentering the earth’s atmosphere from space, the heat source
strength estimation in a nuclear power station, the problem of heat source position
estimation, etc. Another category is in connection with a design problem, for example,
in the improvement of mechanical and other physical properties of castings [11].
IHCP belongs to a class of ill-posed estimation problems [7-10]. The difficulty
of such a problem is that the solution is extremely sensitive to measurement noise.
Thus, a direct inversion frequently leads to unsatisfactory solutions [7-9].
This thesis recognizes three important developments in this active research field
during the past two decades. Although they have different characteristics, all of these
developments are fundamentally a result of optimization, i.e., the objective function is
constructed based on the difference between the measurement and the estimated
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temperature. The inverse solution is then obtained by finding a heat flux profile that when
subject to the direct heat conduction problem optimizes the objective function. The three
categories identified for solving the IHCP are the direct inverse, the observer-based and
the optimization. The direct inverse category has a closed-form solution, the observer
category is based on recursive estimation, and the optimization category involves a whole
domain iterative regularization technique. Each category has some unique features that
cannot be replaced by the others. All these instances will be explored in detail in this
chapter.

2.2 Problem Formulation
Consider one dimensional heat conduction problem in dimensionless form [10].

∇ 2T ( x, t ) + g p (t )δ ( x − x source ) =

∂T ( x, t )
∂t

in 0 < x < 1 , for t > 0

(2.1a)

0 ≤ x source ≤ 1
where

∇T (0, t ) = 0

(2.1b)

∇T (1, t ) = 0

(2.1c)

T ( x,0) = 0

(2.1d)

δ (•) is the Dirac delta function.
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For the IHCP, the strength of the time-varying heat source g p (t ) is unknown, and
the additional temperature information obtained from the temperature sensor taken at a
location x measure is used for the estimation of g p (t ) .
The dynamics of the linear transient heat conduction system can be represented by
the Laplace transform [12]. It is assumed that the transfer function relates the heat source
to the measurement temperature is G (s ) , thus
T ( s) = G ( s) • q( s)

(2.2)

Where q(s ) is the heat flux, T (s ) is the measured temperature, and s = σ + jω is the
Laplace variable with real part σ and imaginary part jω
In practice, the measured temperature is generally corrupted by high frequency
random noise, i.e.,
Tˆ ( s ) = T ( s ) + N ( s )

(2.3)

where Tˆ ( s ) is noise corrupted temperature and N (s) is random noise.
Combining (2.2) and (2.3) and solving for the heat flux,
qˆ ( s ) =

T ( s) N ( s)
+
G (s) G(s)

(2.4)

Blum and Marquardt [12] demonstrated that, as ω → ∞ , then G ( s ) → 0 . Thus, the
undesirable disturbance term

N (s)
will approach infinity as G ( s ) → 0 . This renders the
G( s)

problem ill-posed since the solution will be completely dominated by the noise term as
frequency increases.
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2.3 Direct Inverse Category

From the discussion in previous section, it is obvious that the IHCP solution
cannot be obtained by a direct inverse operation. Reference [9] showed this difficulty in a
different manner. The approach in the direct inverse category modifies the direct inverse
solution, so that the ill-posed IHCP is transformed into a well-posed one.
Blum and Marquardt [12] obtained a zero-phase solution of IHCP based on (2.2)
as follows. Assume a low pass filter with cutoff frequency ω c , then the properties of its
transfer function in the frequency domain (setting s = jω ) will be,
F (ω ) = 1

(ω ≤ ωc )

(2.5a)

F (ω ) < 1

(ω > ω c )

(2.5b)

F (ω ) → 0

(ω → ∞)

(2.5c)

The heat flux temperature relationship can be expressed in discrete time. In this
case, the z-transform is analogous to the Laplace transform. Then the direct heat
conduction problem (2.1) can be formulated as [12]
T ( z ) = G( z ) ⋅ q( z )

(2.6)

The estimated heat flux following the BM solution is:
qˆ ( z ) =

F ( z)

2

G( z)

T ( z)

(2.7)

Consider the measurement noise in (2.3), the estimated heat flux should be composed of
two items. Note the low-pass filter property in (2.5a,b,c), for ω ≤ ω c ,
qˆ =

F ( z)

2

G( z)

T ( z) =

1
T ( z ) , which is the direct inverse solution. For the high frequency
G( z)
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part,

F ( z)

2

G( z)

N ( z ) → 0 , so the undesirable effect of the high frequency noise is

attenuated. Thus, the heat flux is faithfully recovered for low frequencies ( ω ≤ ω c ) while
the role of the high frequency components ( ω > ω c ) is diminished. A necessary condition
for a stable solution is that the order of F should be less than that of G [12].

The process of the Blum and Marquardt (BM) solution is simply summarized as:
1. Filter the temperature through a low pass filter and an inverse model;
2. Time reverse the result in step 1;
3. Filter through the low pass filter again;
4. Time reverse the result in step 3 to obtain the result;

The direct heat conduction problem can also be represented by a sensitivity matrix format
based on Duhamel’s theorem [8], which has been proven to be equal for the FD, FE and
FCV derivations [8].
T = X ⋅q

(2.8)

where T, q, and X represent temperature history, heat flux history, and the pulse
sensitivity coefficient matrix, respectively.
The sensitivity matrix X is singular, so a direct matrix inversion to solve for q is
not practical in (2.8). There are a couple of techniques that deal with this problem. One is
Tikhonov’s whole domain regularization method [7]. i.e.,
qˆ = [ X

T

X +α ⋅H

T

H ]−1 X

T

Tˆ

(2.9)
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where the matrix H is associated with the zeroth-, first- and second-order regularization
procedures; α is regularization parameter; q̂ is an approximate heat flux.
The second term in the bracket is used to reduce or eliminate the ill conditioning
part of matrix X. Frankel and Keyhani [13] defined a global basis for the temperature
distribution and improved the computational efficiency of finding q̂ . Another method is
the SVD method adopted by Shenefelt et al. [14]. Computing the SVD of matrix X,
SVD( X ) = USV T

(2.10)

Where U ∈ R n×n and V ∈ R n×n are matrices with orthogonal columns; S ∈ R n×n is a
diagonal matrix with elements σ i in decreasing order. For the IHCP, the condition
number (CN) of matrix S is very large, i.e. CN =

σ1
→ ∞ . By removing the smallest
σn

singular values in S and corresponding columns from matrices U and V, a reduced order
matrix can be obtained and inverted directly.
~~ ~
~
X ≈ US V T = X

(2.11)

~
~
~
Where U ∈ R n×m , V ∈ R n×m , S ∈ R m×m and m < n then the estimated heat flux will be

~
~ ~ ~
qˆ = X −1T = V T S −1UTˆ

(2.12)

There is little doubt that the vector in matrices U and V corresponding to a singular value
represents a frequency component which is ordered from low frequency component to
high frequency component, but it is hard to verify for large-scale problems [15].
From the perspective of low pass filter techniques, the zero-phase solution and
SVD are very similar, i.e., they both reduce or eliminate the ill conditioned part of IHCP
by filtering out higher frequency signals. The whole domain regularization method has no
such clear explanation, though the damping factor is used to smooth estimated heat flux.
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The direct inverse method generally starts with a linear model of heat flux and
temperature, which is obtained using different discretization techniques on the direct
problem (2.1). Different techniques are employed to reduce or eliminate the ill
conditioning of the IHCP. A closed-form heat flux estimation is then obtained.

2.4 Observer-Based Category

The methods in this category includes two aspects, the first is the choice of an
observer structure; the second is the determination of a gain coefficient (matrix). There
are three types of observer structure used in IHCP, i.e., the Kalman Filter [16], the
Luenberger observer [17] and Beck’s sequential observer [8].
The state space equations for the direct heat transfer problem (2.1) are obtained
using standard space discretization techniques (FD, FE, or FCV) [8], the Kalman filter
design technique [18] uses these equations to obtain a Kalman type observer [16]. The
least squares technique is also combined with the Kalman filter to obtain the estimated
heat flux [16]. Interested scholars can refer to related references for extensive IHCP
research on Kalman filter implementation, improvement and applications [19-21].
By adding suitable corrections to the direct heat conduction equations, Marquardt
and Auracher [17] presented Luenberger observer solution to the IHCP.
The above observer design techniques constitute a control systems theory
application to IHCP. Beck [8] developed a sequential estimation method based on a
discretized direct heat conduction problem (2.8), i.e.,
r

qˆ M = ∑ K i (YM +i −1 − TˆM + i −1 qM =L=0 )
i =1

(2.13)
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where K i is gain coefficient, TˆM +i −1 is estimated temperature based on estimated heat
flux and YM +i −1 is measurement temperature. r is the number of future temperatures used.
If r = 1 , the method reduces to Stolz method [22]. The introduced future temperature is
used to smooth the estimated result, which actually improves stability. Although the
method is improved with different techniques, such as, linear heat flux functional form
[8], damped least square based sequential regularization method [8], optimally
determined the time step and the number of future data [23], and more recently FE based
sequential estimation method which can deal with both linear and nonlinear problem
[24], the main approach is essentially the same. The primary difference is the choice of
gain coefficient and/or time step and/or the number of future data, so that a better
smoothing effect but yet more precise result is obtained.
The key feature of the methods in this category is recursive estimation, but they
are generally more sensitive to measurement noise. Also the estimated results exhibit
time lag, which is more prominent if a large number of future time steps is used to
increase the stability. This effect will be shown in the simulation section.

2.5 Optimization Category

The solution to the IHCP in this category is based on nonlinear optimization
theory. As function estimation is more general than parameter estimation, this section
will mainly discuss function estimation based on optimization. In the literature, dynamic
programming [25], steepest descent optimal [9], and the conjugate gradient method
(CGM) [9,10] are all currently employed in solving the IHCP. The differences among
them are slightly different objective functions, specifications and optimal search strategy.
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Due to its excellent self-adjusting, global convergence property [26-31], the CGM
has been extensively investigated in dealing with IHCP [9,10]. Using CGM, the IHCP is
transformed into three sub-problems, i.e., the direct problem, the adjoint problem, and the
sensitivity problem [9,10]. CGM is just an optimization procedure; any numerical model
(FD, FE) can be used to solve the three sub-problems. For the test problem described in
(2.1), the objective function is in general the integral of the square of the difference
between the estimated and measurement temperature [9,10]. Huang proposed a different
objective functional which involves simultaneously estimating two-boundary heat flux
[32] but the final temperature space profile matching is too difficult for standard
engineering application. The objective function in a general sense (first order and second
order regularization are omitted) is

{

}

tf
2
α
S [ g p (t )] = ∫ Tˆ (t ) − T [ x meas , t ; g p (t )] dt +
0
2

∫

tf

0

[ g p (t )]2 dt

(2.14)

Where α is weighting coefficient, g p (t ) ∈ L2 (0,t f ) is an unknown function of heat flux;
T is the estimated temperature function; and Tˆ is the measured temperature function.
If α = 0 , then (2.14) is a traditional functional definition [9,10]. The α here just
offers an estimated heat flux filter mechanism to damp possible oscillatory behavior of
the heat flux [8,9,32]. One problem with this definition is that the discrepancy stop
criterion is not applicable, if α ≠ 0 [9].
In order to minimize the objective function (2.14) under the constraint specified
by the direct problem (2.1), the following steps are required. The derivation procedure is
similar to [10, 32], which is omitted here (refer to appendix A for detailed derivation).
The Direct Problem: the heat source is known, and the temperature field is needed
based on (2.1).
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The Adjoint Problem: the temperature field and measured temperature are known,
and the Lagrange multiplier needs to be solved based on the final value problem, i.e.,
∂λ ( x, t )
+ ∇ 2 λ ( x, t ) + 2[T ( x, t ; P) − Tˆ (t )]δ ( x − x meas ) = 0
∂t
in 0 < x < 1 , for 0 < t < t f

(2.15a)

where
∇λ (0, t ) = 0

for 0 < t < t f

(2.15b)

∇λ (1, t ) = 0

for 0 < t < t f

(2.15c)

λ ( x, t f ) = 0

at t = t f , for 0 < x < 1

(2.15d)

The Sensitivity Problem: the problem is used to find the search step size.
∇ 2 (∆T ( x, t )) + ∆g p (t )δ ( x − x meas ) =

∂∆T ( x, t )
∂t

in 0 < x < 1 , for t > 0

(2.16a)

∇(∆T (0, t )) = 0

for t > 0

(2.16b)

∇(∆T (1, t )) = 0

for t > 0

(2.16c)

∆T ( x,0) = 0

at t = 0 , for 0 < x < 1

(2.16d)

The iterative procedure for the estimation of heat flux function ( g p (t ) ) is
g kp +1 (t ) = g kp (t ) − β k d k (t )

The search step size ( β k ) is defined as

(2.17)
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tf

β =
k

∫ {

t =0

tf

}

[

]

2 T [ x meas , t ; g (t )] − Tˆ (t ) ∆T [ x meas , t ; d k (t )]dt + ∫ α g kp (t )d k (t ) dt
k
p

t =0

tf

∫ 2{∆T [ x

t =0

meas

}

2

tf

[

]

(2.18)

2

, t ; d (t )] dt + ∫ α d (t ) dt
k

k

t =0

The direction of descent is defined as
d k (t ) = λk ( x source , t ) + αg kp (t ) + γ k d k −1 (t )

(2.19)

There are four leading contenders for the choice of γ k . Colaco and Orlande [33]
have compared three versions of the conjugate coefficient ( γ k ). More recently, Dai and
Yuan [31] proposed a new version of γ k , which has not been used in IHCP as yet.
CGM provides a very good inverse heat conduction solution. It can readily be extended to
deal with multidimensional and nonlinear problems. This method also shows excellent
robustness, i.e., not sensitive to measurement noise, but it is time consuming.

2.6 Algorithm Calibration

The algorithms in inverse heat transfer need to be calibrated before they are
utilized to estimate the heat flux signal. For example, the parameter α in Tikhonov’s
regularization method, the BM method cutoff frequency, and the number of singular
values truncated in SVD need to be selected before the method is used to estimate the heat
flux. Tikhonov and other researchers [7,8] have investigated the selection of parameter

α . The basic idea is that α can be found by making the residual sum of squares
approximately equal to the numerical value expected, based on knowledge of the
measurement errors. Shenefelt et al [14] utilizes signal-to-noise ratio to determine the
number of singular values to be used, which can be extended to determine the cutoff
frequency of the BM method. Here, a unified numerical procedure is provided to decide
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upon the parameters. This is referred to as the calibration procedure. A minimized
difference between exact and estimated result can be obtained using the calibration
procedure to decide the parameters in the IHCP method. Before calibration,
characteristics of actual estimated heat flux need to be considered according to actual
engineering procedure, based on which standard signal needs to be designed; on the other
hand, noise level in measured temperature needs to be known. The RMS error definition
is also used,
e RMS =

1
M

M

∑ (g
i =1

est

(t i ) − g ex (t i )) 2

(2.20)

Where g est (t i ) is the estimated heat flux function at time t i ; g ex (t i ) is the exact heat flux
function (used to generate the simulated measurement temperature); and M is the number
of measurements.
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The calibration procedure is as follows:
Start
Construct Standard Heat Flux Signal, q (t )

Produce Temperature History, T (t )

Add Random Noise, T * (t ) = T (t ) + Noise
Set Parameter Range, [β min , β max ]
Estimate Heat Flux, qˆ (t ) = l −1T * (t )
Find Minimum e RMS

Minimum
e RMS Satisfactory?

Find β̂ Corresponding to Minimum

End
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2.7 Methodology for Algorithm Evaluation

Good inverse heat conduction method should not only recover heat flux as
precisely as possible but also attenuate disturbances in system parameters and
temperature measurement noise. Several approaches [9,10,12,34-36] have been applied to
evaluate the methods for solving the IHCP. The most common approach is the RMS error
evaluation in (2.20) [9,10]. Blum and Marquardt [12] provided a new evaluation method
for their optimal method to correct the misleading result in reference [35]. More recently,
Scarpa and Milano [36] investigated the influence of sensor calibration uncertainty by
conceiving the calibration process as an integral part of the experiment. All of these
methods are not complete and not systematic in terms of model uncertainty, measurement
temperature uncertainty, and errors introduced by the solution methodology for the
IHCP. A systematic uncertainty analysis approach [37] is used here as a unified
evaluation methodology to evaluate all IHCP methods.

Any IHCP method can simply be represented as, qˆ = Γ(Tˆ , ξ )

(2.21)

where
Tˆ ∈ R n×1

is measured temperature history;

ξ ∈ R m×1 is the system parameters in algorithm;
qˆ ∈ R n×1 is the estimated heat flux history.
There exists uncertainty in both parameters ξ and measurement temperatureTˆ , i.e.,
Tˆ = T0 + U T

(2.22)

ξ = ξ0 + Uξ

(2.23)
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where T0 and ξ 0 are nominal temperature and parameter with appropriate dimension,
respectively; U T and U ξ are uncertainty of temperature and parameter with appropriate
dimension, respectively.
The estimated heat flux will be,
qˆ = q 0 + U q

(2.24a)

q 0 = Γ(T0 , ξ 0 )

(2.24b)

and the uncertainty of the result will be
n

∂qˆ j

i =1

∂Ti

U q j = (∑

n

∂qˆ j

i =1

∂Ti

× BTi ) 2 + ∑ ((

n

∂qˆ j

i =1

∂ξ i

) 2 × ( PTi ) 2 ) + ∑ ((

) 2 × (U ξi ) 2 )

(2.24c)

Where
q 0 ∈ R n×1 is the nominal heat flux; U q ∈ R n×1 is the uncertainty of heat flux;
BT ∈ R n×1 is the temperature systematic uncertainty due to sensor calibration;
PT ∈ R n×1 is the temperature random uncertainty;
U ξ ∈ R n×1 is the parameter uncertainty.

Note that the first term under the square root of (2.24c) is corresponds to the square of a
summation. This results in the inclusion of correlated terms. The systematic uncertainties
of temperature data points are cross-correlated if the measurements are obtained from
sensors that are calibrated using the same device. The same line of reasoning dictates
that, in the case of a single temperature sensor, data points from the temperature
history collected will be auto-correlated in time. For system parameter uncertainty, both
random and systematic errors are fossilized into a systematic error, and because the
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values are obtained from handbooks or by a curve-fitting equation, they share no
common elemental error sources [37].

The sensitivity matrices are defined as:
 ∂qˆ   ∂qˆ j 
( ∂T ) ij  =  ∂T 

  i

(2.25)

 ∂qˆ   ∂qˆ j 
( ∂ξ ) ij  =  ∂ξ 

  i

(2.26)

As in the reference [10], (2.27) is used to represent the estimated heat flux accuracy, i.e.,
e RMS =

1
( g exac − q 0 ) T ( g exac − q 0 )
M

(2.27)

U q in (2.24c) shows the uncertainty history of estimated heat flux. It actually
represents the uncertainties attenuation capability, i.e., how the parameter uncertainties
and measurement noise change (enlarged or reduced) after the uncertainties propagate
through the algorithm. In order to calculate the uncertainty attenuation capability of the
algorithms, the average effect of the uncertainties is considered here. A similar operation
to the difference of the heat flux in (2.27) is made on U q , and 95% confidence level is
used. The ISO guide recommends a coverage factor to associate a confidence level with
the uncertainty for the variable and using the values from the t distribution [37]. It has
been shown that in general the t values can be taken as constants if the numbers of
degrees of freedom is large enough ( t 95 = 2 for 95% confidence level); Fortunately most
real engineering and scientific experiments can satisfy this requirement [37]. Then the
average e RMS uncertainty with 95% confidence level of the IHCP method will be,
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R=

4 T
UqUq
M

(2.28)

R in (2.28) is used to represent the algorithm robustness and it represents the
average size of the uncertainty band. Similarly, e RMS is representative of the accuracy of
the solution. The smaller the R, the better the robustness of the method to uncertainties
and disturbances. It is expected that the ideal solution lie within the uncertainty bands,
i.e., R > e RMS , for reliable performance of a given method.

2.8 Comparisons From the Simulation Results

The test problem in (2.1) is used to compare the three methods for solving the
IHCP. (BM and SVD from the direct inverse category; Beck’s sequential method from the
observer-based category, and CGM from the optimization category). A simulation of a
one-dimensional specimen of 5cm length is used. The heat source is added at one
extreme ( x source = 0 cm ) and the other extreme is adiabatic. The measurement position is
at x measure = 5cm . The space is divided into 10 parts (11 nodes). The time length is from
0.0 to 1.44s; and the sampling time ∆t = 0.01s . The triangular shape heat flux shown in
(2.29) is utilized to produce the output temperature at the measurement point, and is also
taken as standard signal to compare with the estimated result.
0 ≤ t < 0 .6
t

q (t )  4
= 10 (1.2 − t )
0 .6 ≤ t < 1 .2
q0
 0
1.2 ≤ t < 1.44


where q 0 = 1W / m 2

(2.29)
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Some of the parameters used in the simulation and their uncertainties are summarized in
Table 2.1.
TABLE 2.1 Parameters and the Uncertainties used in the Simulation
Parameter

Random

Uncertainty

Uncertainty

PT = 2σ noise

BT = 20% PT

Values
T + 1%Tmax random noise

Temperature

Systematic

( σ noise = 2.24 C )
o

Material density ρ

7.87 g / cm3

0.000005* ρ

N/A

Specific heat c p

0.41J / kg − K

5% c p

N/A

24.4W / m − K

5% k

N/A

0.5cm

5% ∆x

N/A

Material thermal
conductivity k
Element length ∆x

Due to similarity between the BM solution and SVD, the cutoff frequency should
be equal to each other for a fair comparison. The first four singular values are chosen to
obtain a truncated model. Figure 2.1 shows the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) result of
the first six columns of matrix U in (2.10). Since it is impossible to make the cutoff
frequency be exactly the same as that of the BM method, a cutoff frequency ω c = 11.0
rad/s, roughly corresponding to the fourth column of matrix U, was chosen for the low
pass filter based on Figure 2.1.
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FIGURE 2.1 FFT Results from Matrix U columns
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FIGURE 2.2

Results from Blum and Marquardt (BM)
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FIGURE 2.3
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Results from SVD Method
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FIGURE 2.4

Result from sequential estimation method (future time steps: 5)
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FIGURE 2.5 Result from sequential estimation method (future time steps:10)
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FIGURE 2.7 Result from CGM with α = 0.0001
Plots in Figs. 2.2-2.7 show the simulation results from the three methods. The property
indices based on (2.27) and (2.28) are summarized in Table 2.2.
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TABLE 2.2 Comparison of Results from the Three Methods
Method

e RMS

BM Solution
SVD
Sequential with
r=5
Observer-based
Sequential with
r=10
CGM α = 0.0
t f = 1.44 s
Optimization
CGM α = 0.0001
t f = 1.44 s

1.779e+002
1.840e+002

Robustness, R (the smaller
the R the better the
robustness)
1.087e+003
4.871e+002

7.963e+003

6.839e+003

5.882e+002

5.872e+002

6.046e+002

6.429e+002

6.704e+002

3.799e+002

CGM α = 0.0
t f = 1.24 s

1.121e+002

5.358e+002

CGM α = 0.0001
t f = 1.24 s

1.710e+002

3.193e+002

Direct Inverse

Optimization

From Figs. 2.2, 2.3 and Table 2.2, the BM and SVD solutions are similar, but the
robustness of the SVD solution is stronger than that of the BM solution. Although the
analysis of (2.7) shows that the low pass filter (2.5) can filter out noise above the cutoff
frequency, it is hard for any actual filter design technique [38] to satisfy this requirement,
i.e., F = 0 when ω > ω c . In the next section, a design procedure is presented which
deals with this problem. SVD, by cutting off high frequency components, fares better than
the BM solution. Predictably, the non-recursive SVD obtains a better heat flux estimate
than the recursive BM solution if noise level is increased.
Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 show sequential estimated results with different future time
steps. Obviously the result with ten future time steps (r=10) has better robustness (smaller
R) than that with five future time steps (r=5), which is due to the additional smoothing
effect of increasing the number of future time steps. Although the table 2.2 shows that the
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former obtained a better estimated heat flux than the latter, it is hard to say that an even
better estimated result can be obtained if future time steps are increased, since increasing
future time steps can lead to a longer time lag in the estimated result as shown in figure
2.5. To obtain a better result, the number of future time steps is chosen based on the
calibration procedure mentioned above.
Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 show the CGM results in the optimization category. While
regularized CGM improved the CGM robustness, it actually worsens the estimation
accuracy of the method from table 2.2. High frequency components of heat flux are even
more difficult to recover if a large regularization parameter is used. On the other hand,
although a large regularization parameter leads to a stronger robustness, the discrepancy
stop criterion will not be applicable [9]. Different stop criteria should be used in
regularized CGM, which will be explored in our future research. In the simulation, the
same stop criterion as the non-regularized CGM is still used. If the final 0.2s of the
estimated heat flux is thrown away as suggested in [10], the estimated heat flux is
improved further for both non-regularization and regularization CGMs. While the CGM,
with the final 0.2s estimated heat flux result discarded, and the SVD obtained similar
estimation accuracy to the BM solution, both CGM and SVD exhibit better robustness
than the BM solution. Predictably, the CGM and SVD method yield better results than the
BM solution if the noise level of the measurement is increased. The limit of the practical
low pass design technique is that the transfer function of the low pass filter cannot roll off
quickly to reach zero after cutoff frequency [38]. This limit means that the low pass filter
cannot completely filter out all the frequencies bigger than the cutoff frequency, which
actually worsens the robustness of the BM method especially in a high-level noise
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situation. The robustness of Beck’s sequential method depends on the future time steps,
but increasing future time steps may lead to a bad estimated result due to the time lag
introduced in the result. In the next section, a post processing method will be provided to
improve both accuracy and robustness of a weak IHCP method in a high noise level
situation.
It is very important to distinguish between accuracy e RMS and robustness R.
While e RMS represents the difference between a possible solution and exact solution,
robustness R actually covers all possible solutions with 95% confidence level. Again,
reliable performance can be expected only when R > e RMS . Because uncertainties and
disturbances are associated with a practical IHCP, the robustness index is very
significant. In appendix B, a MATLAB algorithm is provided to obtain the robustness of
CGM. The same approach is employed to obtain the robustness of the other methods
considered in this paper.

2.9 Improvements

The BM solution of the IHCP is obtained using a low pass filter (2.5). One
problem associated with this method is that frequencies above the cutoff frequency
cannot be filtered out completely due to the limitation of filter design techniques [38],
i.e., F ≠ 0 , when ω > ω c . Increasing the order of the filter in the BM method is
cumbersome and a different implementation of a higher order filter is considered in this
paper. A possible implementation of a higher order low pass filter is

Γ(n, ω ) = F (ω )

2n

(2.30)
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and taking (2.5) into account, the following result may be obtained, if n → ∞ ,
Γ(n, ω ) = 1

for ω ≤ ω c

(2.31a)

Γ(n, ω ) = 0

for ω > ω c

(2.31b)

The implementation of this low pass filter is similar to a zero-phase solution procedure
and is summarized as below,
1. Filter the temperature through a low pass filter and an inverse model;
2. Time reverse the result in step 1;
3. Filter through the low pass filter again;
4. Time reverse the result in step 3 to obtain the result.
Loop for i=2 to n do
5. Filter the temperature through a low pass filter;
6. Time reverse the result in step 5;
7. Filter through the low pass filter again;
8. Time reverse the result in step 7 to obtain the result.
End loop

With property (2.31), the robustness and accuracy of the BM method will be
improved. The looping section can be put before or after of the actual BM method. This
method can also be used in other methods for solving the IHCP that present weak
robustness, such as the methods in observer-based category. It should be noted that a
post-filter is suggested here since a pre-filter may spoil the original method, for example,
the stop criterion of the CGM is not applicable if a pre-filter is used. In literature, Beck
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suggested a different pre-filter method for solving the IHCP [8], but his pre-filter will
result in phase distortion and possible magnitude changes in the result [39].

Remark: the number n of loops will increase the ripple effects in the bandpass region,
thus the magnitude of the estimated result may be distorted.
Simulation results are provided to test the improvement effect for the BM solution
and the sequential estimation method. The CGM and SVD are not involved here due to
their strong robustness. Problem (2.1) is still used as a test problem. System parameters
and their uncertainties are the same as in table 2.1. The only difference is the noise level
of the measurement temperature. In order to show the improvement, the standard
deviation of the temperature random noise is increased to 10% of the maximum output
temperature at measurement point for the BM method. Due to the weak robustness of the
sequential estimation method, a low-level noise (0.05% max temperature) is used to test
the improvement. The simulation result is summarized in table 2.3 and shown in figs 2.8
and 2.9. For clear comparison, the uncertainty associated with estimated heat flux is not
shown in the figures.
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FIGURE 2.8 Result from Blum and Marquardt and Improvement
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TABLE 2.3
Method

Power of
low pass
filter

380
Blum and
Marquardt
ω c = 11.0rad / s
Sequential
Estimation
(r=5)

280

Improvement Comparisons

Before Improvement After Improvement
Standard
deviation
Robustness e RMS
Robustness
e RMS
of
temperature
random
noise
2.23
2501
7661
506
1361

0.01

386

583

225

456

Fig 2.8 shows the improvement due to the suggested post-filter. The zero-phase
filter post processing improves the estimated result when a high noise level is present.
The results of the BM solution in table 2.3 also show that both accuracy and robustness of
the estimated result are greatly improved. Simulation also shows that suitable choices of
post filtering times can yield even better results.
Fig 2.9 shows three sequential estimation results. A saw tooth like result is
obtained with five future time steps. Obviously it is not sufficiently robust to produce a
smooth result. If the future time steps are increased to ten, the result is smoother than the
former, but it has a very clear time lag in the estimated result. The result obtained using a
zero-phase post processing technique after the five future time steps estimation yielded
the best result among them. Table 2.3 also shows that both accuracy and robustness of the
sequential method are improved. It should be noted that the future time steps should be
suitable if a post-processing technique is used. The entire required low frequency signal
should be recovered using sequential estimation before post processing is applied. If the
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number of future time steps is large, the result will be sufficiently smooth and post
processing is not necessary.
The recommended post processing is applicable for high noise levels. If the
measurement noise level is low then the original IHCP methods can generally deal with
it, and post processing is not necessary.

2.10 Conclusions

Solution methods for IHCP are analyzed and classified into three categories based
on their characteristics. The direct inverse category is based on a linear model of the
direct heat conduction problem, which may be obtained from different discretization
methods both in space and time. Three techniques are generally used to deal with illposed IHCP. In the observer-based category, the gain coefficient (matrix) is determined
based on the given observer structure. The methods in the optimization category obtain
the estimated solution through a searching algorithm that is aimed at minimizing the
performance index.
A calibration procedure is proposed for the direct inverse method from the
perspective of engineering applications. Two indices are considered to evaluate the
properties of the algorithm (accuracy and robustness), the robustness index is appropriate
to be used in real applications because uncertainties and disturbances are associated with
practical IHCP. Finally, post-processing shows substantial improvement on both
accuracy and robustness of the weak methods under a high noise measurement situation.

CHAPTER III
THE EFFECT OF THERMOCOUPLE DYNAMICS
ON IHCP CALCULATION

3.1 Introduction
The thermocouple is the most common sensor used to obtain the temperature
data for inverse heat transfer applications. It is generally assumed that the
thermocouple has a fast enough time constant to capture the temperature transients, so
the dynamics model of the thermocouple is generally omitted in the analysis of
conduction heat transfer. Lump mass analysis shows that thermocouple is a low pass
filter [40] with bandwidth dependent on the material and geometry of the
thermocouple, and the interfacial heat transfer coefficient between the thermocouple
and its surroundings. Simulation results of a solidification process have shown that a
thermocouple behaves like a heat capacitance, which initially acts as a heat sink but
finally as a heat source, so that the local solidification time is increased [41].
No literature was found on the effect of thermocouple dynamics on the inverse
heat transfer analysis. In general, the thermocouple dynamics is omitted in the inverse
heat transfer conduction analysis. This chapter will consider when the thermocouple
dynamics may be omitted while guaranteeing a prescribed error margin.
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3.2 IHCP Problem Associated With Thermocouple Dynamics
The measurement of temperature process is shown schematically in Figure 3.1.

Temperature
process

Heat
Flux

Thermocouple
Dynamics

True
Temperature

Seebeck
effect

Voltage
output

Measured
Temperature

Fig.3.1 The Schematic of Temperature Process Measurement

In Figure3.1, the direct temperature process (2.1) is considered again.

For thermocouple dynamics, the usual modeling method is the lumped
capacitance method [40]. This assumption implies that temperature gradients within the
solid are negligible. Then the governing equation for thermocouple is [40]:

ρ mVm c m

d (TM (t ))
= −hm Am (TM (t ) − T (t ))
dt

The time constant for this first order system is τ =

(3.1)

ρ mVm c m
hm Am

(3.2)

Thermocouple dynamics can be expressed as a transfer function:

M (s) =

1
τ ⋅ s +1

(3.3)

The thermo-electric effect (Seebeck’s effect [42]) is generally represented by nonlinear
polynomials [43].
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E (t ) = f NL (TM )

(3.4)

In general, if the true temperature is known, the heat flux can be obtained utilizing an
inverse heat transfer method. Here the Blum & Marquardt zero-phase solution is
employed to solve for the heat flux history [12]. The process of the zero-phase optimal
solution is already shown in chapter 2.
Assume a low pass filter with cutoff frequency ω c has the following property:
F (ω ) = 1

for

ω ≤ ωc

(3.5a)

F (ω ) < 1

for

ω > ωc

(3.5b)

Then the estimated heat flux following the Blum & Marquardt method will be:
qˆ1 ( z ) =

F ( z)

2

T ( z)

G( z)

(3.6)

Where the z-transform is used to represent the discrete signal obtained through the
computer data acquisition system.
Actually the known temperature is the measured temperature, and considering the
thermocouple dynamics, the estimated heat flux with Marquardt method is:
qˆ 2 ( z ) =

F ( z)

2

G( z)M ( z)

TM ( z )

(3.7)

In general, the thermocouple is omitted in (3.7), i.e.,
qˆ 3 ( z ) =

F ( z)

2

G( z)

TM ( z )

(3.8)

Also, in general, the physical data collected in an experiment consists of noisecorrupted thermocouple voltage outputs. True temperatures are not known. The measured
temperature is typically obtained by applying an inverse polynomial function to the
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noise-corrupted thermocouple voltage outputs. This measured temperature data thus
obtained is typically used as the input to most inverse heat transfer techniques.
It is recognized that the Seebeck’s effect is a nonlinear process. For the
convenience of inverse analysis, the linear and nonlinear cases are analyzed separately.
The inverse polynomial function used to invert (3.4) may be expressed as:
TM = f INV ( E )

(3.9)

Where f INV (•) is an inverse polynomial.

3.3 Error Analysis

Assume that the temperature process and thermocouple dynamics can be inverted
directly, i.e.,
qˆ 4 ( z ) =

1
TM ( z )
G( z)M ( z)

(3.10)

However, in practice the latter cannot be inverted directly because of the ill-posed
nature of the problem. But it will not affect the result of error analysis, as it will be seen
to cancel out in the following derivation.

Relative systematic error is defined as:
RES ( z ) =

qˆ 4 ( z ) − qˆ 2 ( z )
qˆ 4 ( z )

(3.11)

From (3.7) and (3.10) it follows that

RES ( z ) = 1 − F ( z )

2

Relative error of thermocouple dynamics is defined as:

(3.12)
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REM ( z ) =

qˆ 2 ( z ) − qˆ 3 ( z )
qˆ 2 ( z )

(3.13)

From (3.7) and (3.8) it follows that

REM ( z ) = 1 − M ( z )

(3.14)

Here the maximum relative error (MRE) for all considered frequency components,
which is referred to as H infinite norm i.e. H ∞ in reference [44], is employed to calculate
the worst-case relative error. One advantage with MRE is that if the worst-case situation
is considered, any relative error will be less than or equal to the MRE for the considered
frequency scope.
The MRE of (3.11) and (3.13) can be shown to be [44],
RES ( z ) ∞ = max ( RES (e jθ ) )

(3.15)

REM ( z ) ∞ = max ( REM (e jθ ) )

(3.16)

θ ∈[0.π ]

θ ∈[0,π ]

Because of the low pass filter property in (3.5), the signal will be filtered out or
attenuated for ω >> ω c . For this reason, only a “local” MRE over the low pass range of
frequencies is considered in the following analysis, i.e. the maximum relative error is
obtained for frequencies below the cutoff frequency, i.e., ω ∈ [0, ω c ] .
2

RES ( z ) ∞ = max ( 1 − F (e jωts ) )

(3.17)

REM ( z ) ∞ = max ( 1 − M (e jωts ) )

(3.18)

ω∈[0,ωc ]

ω∈[0,ωc ]

Using simple algebraic operations, the total relative error due to the combined
effect of the inverse heat transfer method and the thermocouple dynamics will be:
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RESM ( z ) =

qˆ 4 ( z ) − qˆ 3 ( z )
= 1 − (1 − RES ( z ))(1 − REM ( z ))
qˆ 4 ( z )

(3.19)

RESM ( z )

= 1 − (1 − RES ( z ))(1 − REM ( z ))

(3.20)

∞

∞

It is important to observe from (3.17) and (3.18) and (3.20) that the MRE depends
only on the low pass filter F(z) and the thermocouple dynamics M(z), i.e., the MRE does
not depend explicitly on the input measured temperature signal or the conduction model.
To show the relative error of the different types in (3.17), (3.18) and (3.20),
consider a twelve-order Chebyshev low pass filter [45] with cutoff frequency 11.0rad / s ,
and the time constant of first order lumped capacitance thermocouple τ = 0.0046 s
and τ = 1.0 s respectively. The result of relative error will be:
Table 3.1: Relative Error (Local MRE) ω ∈ [0,11.0rad / s ]
Time Constant

RES (z )

∞

REM (z )

RESM (z )

∞

1.0s

0.2%

99.59%

99.59%

0.0046s

0.2%

5.05%

5.06%

∞

It is obvious that the relative error resulting from omitting thermocouple
dynamics is very considerable. Results in Table 1 show that the time constant of the
thermocouple must be less than 0.0046s if the required REM (z )
result shows that τ =

ρ mVm c m
hm Am

∞

is less than 5%. This

< 0.0046 , which requires that ρ m , Vm and c m are as small

as possible, and the heat transfer condition should be as favorable as possible between the
thermocouple surface and the surrounding materials. The total relative error in (3.20) is
mainly due to the thermocouple effect. The bulk of this large error is due to omitting the
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thermocouple dynamics in the inverse analysis. If the thermocouple dynamics is included
in the inverse analysis, the maximum relative error will be 0.2% for frequencies below
11.0. In general, the relative error due to omitting the thermocouple dynamics is less than
10%, if ω c <

1
for the low pass filter cutoff frequency and thermocouple time
10τ

constant. One conclusion that may be obtained from the above analysis is that all such
processes in the direct problem should be included in the inverse analysis in order to
obtain better results.
As for the error due to the inverse polynomial, thermocouple handbooks will
generally provide the absolute error [43], which will not be discussed in this chapter.

3.4 Simulation Results

The heat transfer model given by (2.1) is used to test the inverse heat transfer
calculation and error analysis in the above section. It is assumed that the point heat source
is located at the left side, i.e. x source = 0.0 ; and the thermocouple measurement position is
close to the heat source, i.e., x measure = 0.5cm . The voltage output time history of the
thermocouple is recorded, and then the heat flux g p (t ) is calculated using Blum &

Marquardt inverse heat transfer method. The space is broken into 10 volumes, i.e., 11
nodes. The time length will be from 0.0 to 14.4s, the sampling time ∆t = 0.01s . The
triangular signal is utilized to produce the output temperature at the measurement point,
which will be taken as the standard signal to compare with any estimated result.
0≤t <6
 2000t
q (t ) 
= 2000(12 − t )
6 ≤ t < 12
q0
 0
12 ≤ t < 14.4


(3.21)
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where q 0 = 1W / m 2
The system parameters and thermocouple properties are shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: System parameters
Parameters

Material – (AISI H11 steel)

Material density ρ

7.87 g / cm3

Specific heat c p

0.41J / kg − K

Material thermal conductivity k

24.4W / m − K

Element length ∆x

0.5cm

A twelfth order Chebyshev low pass filter [45] with cutoff frequency of ω c = 11.0rad / s
is used to find the inverse heat transfer solution.
A type K thermocouple is used in the simulation. The direct thermo-electric (Seebeck’s
effect) relationship is [43]:
n

E = ∑ ci (t 90 ) i + α 0 eα1 ( t90 −126.9686 )

2

i =0

where E is in microvolts and t 90 is in degrees Celsius.
The constant coefficients are shown in Table 3.3

(3.22)
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Table 3.3 direct polynomial constant coefficients[43]
Temperature Range

Coefficients

0 to 1372 0 C

c0

1.760 x 10 1

c1

3.892 x 10 1

c2

1.855 x 10 −2

c3

-9.945 x 10 −5

c4

3.184 x 10 −7

c5

-5.607 x 10 −10

c6

5.607 x 10 −13

c7

-3.202 x 10 −16

c8

9.715 x 10 −20

c9

-1.210 x 10 −23

α0

1.185 x 10 2

α1

-1.183 x 10 −4

The inverse polynomial is
m

t 90 = ∑ ( InvCi ) × ( E ) i

(3.23)

i =0

In general, the constant coefficients are available in handbooks [43], but the error
may be large for some temperature ranges. The coefficients depend mainly on the
temperature range, the degree of the polynomial used and the noise level of the output
voltage. For the actual case, a linear regression can be used to obtain a better fit. Table
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3.4 shows nine-degree polynomial coefficients obtained from linear regression rather
than from handbooks.
Table 3.4 Modified Inverse Polynomial Constant Coefficient
(E is in microvolts and t 90 is in degrees Celsius)
Coefficients 3 degree polynomial

9 degree polynomial

InvC0

-5.8553e-001

-8.6895e-001

InvC1

2.4259e-002

2.5117e-002

InvC 2

5.7542e-008

3.7253e-008

InvC3

-2.9867e-012

-2.2769e-010

InvC 4

7.6996e-014

InvC5

-1.1368e-017

InvC6

9.0288e-022

InvC7

-4.0358e-026

InvC8

9.5980e-031

InvC9

-9.4755e-036

The simulation data is produced using the direct problem as expressed in Figure
3.1. The heat flux (3.18) is put in the direct heat transfer problem (2.1); the true
temperature is obtained by solving the direct heat transfer problem (2.1). The measured
temperature is obtained by passing the true temperature through the thermocouple
dynamics. The output voltage is obtained using the Seebeck’s effect (3.22). Figure 3.2
shows four estimated heat flux results, the data used involves using thermocouple
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dynamics with a time constant of 0.0046 seconds. In order to see the thermocouple effect
on the estimated heat flux, the measured temperature is used as the input to the Blum &
Marquardt method to calculate the heat flux. One solution is obtained by omitting the
thermocouple dynamics in the inverse model, while the other solution is obtained by
using the thermocouple dynamics in the inverse model. The two results are almost
identical because the time constant is very small, which is as predicted by Table 3.2. The
other two results show the effect of the degree of the inverse polynomial on the inverse
solution. The output voltage is used in the inversion procedure to obtain the heat flux as
follows. First, “measured” temperature data is obtained by applying the inverse
polynomial to the voltage data (3.23). Then the temperature data is used as the input to
the Blum & Marquardt method to obtain the estimated heat flux. The two results are
almost identical.
Figure 3.3 shows another group of results similar to Figure 3.2, but the simulation
data is produced using thermocouple dynamics with a time constant of 1.0 seconds. First
the exact measured temperature (including the thermocouple dynamics) is used as the
input for the Blum & Marquardt method; the two estimated heat flux results show a large
difference, one result is obtained by including the thermocouple dynamics in the inverse
model while the other result does not include the thermocouple dynamics in the inverse
model. This error has been predicted by (3.18), as shown in Table 3.1. The other two
estimated heat flux results show the effect of the degree of the inverse polynomial (3.9)
on the inverse solution. The inversion procedure starts with the thermocouple output
voltage, and continues with the two-step inversion procedure in the same manner as for
the procedure used to obtain Figure 3.2. As expected, the result obtained from the 3-
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degree polynomial is worse than that of the 9-degree polynomial. The polynomial fitting
result depends on several factors, such as, temperature range, degree of the polynomial,
noise level etc. Figure 3.4 shows the result fitted with a 3-degree and a 9-degree
polynomial. The noise is not included in the output voltage. The fitted errors measured
by root-mean-square (RMS) are RMS (3) = 0.3311 and RMS (9) = 0.0156, respectively.
In Figure 3.5, random noise with standard deviation of 0.02% of the maximum
output voltage is injected to the thermocouple output voltage. The estimated heat flux is
then obtained using noise corrupted output voltage. For the first step of the inverse
operation, two inverse polynomials of different degrees are used to estimate the
measurement temperature, i.e. 3 degree and 9 degree polynomials are used respectively.
For the second step of the inverse operation (Blum & Marquardt method), the
thermocouple dynamics is not included in the inverse model in one case while it is
included in the other case. When the thermocouple dynamics is included in the inverse
model, the result using the 3-degree polynomial is similar to that of using the 9-degree
polynomial, but with serious error at the initial time. When the thermocouple dynamics is
omitted in the inverse model, the two results from the different degree polynomials are
very similar, and the result is smoother than the case where the thermocouple dynamics is
included in the inverse model. However, the error is large. This error has been predicted
by (3.18) and is shown in Table 3.1. The smoothness can be explained as follows. It is
known that direct thermocouple dynamics behaves as an integral. If it is included in the
inverse model, it will become a differentiation type process, which is known to be very
sensitive to noise. However, if the thermocouple dynamics is omitted in the inverse
model, the differentiation process is reduced in the inverse model, so the solution is
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smoother. Alternatively, the bandwidth of the Chebyshev filter, F(z), can be reduced.
When the thermocouple dynamics is included in the inverse model, the estimated heat
flux in figure 3.5 is seriously corrupted by noise, which can be removed by the method
proposed in [46].
Figure 6 shows the comparison of the two inverse polynomial fitted results using
noise corrupted output voltage. The result of the 3-degree polynomial is worse than that
of the 9-degree polynomial, which leads to the initial oscillation of the 3-degree
polynomial as explained above.

3.5 Conclusion

A two-step method is utilized to analyze the thermocouple temperature
measurement process. The two steps consist of the linear dynamics stage and the
nonlinear Seebeck effect stage. The effect of thermocouple dynamics is considered by
defining the local MRE in the inverse analysis. It was found that the MRE depends only
on the low pass filter F(z) and the thermocouple dynamics M(z). The error of the inverse
analysis result, which depends on the inverse heat transfer method and thermocouple time
constant, is dominated by the thermocouple dynamics if this is omitted in the inverse
analysis. Each link of the direct process should be included in the inverse analysis in
order to obtain an improved result. The final simulation shows the results of complete
inverse analysis process.
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Figure 3.2 Heat Flux Comparison of Thermocouple Effect (time constant 0.0046s)
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Figure 3.3 Heat Flux Comparison of Thermocouple Effect (time constant 1.0s)
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of Inverse Polynomial Result (time constant 1.0s)
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Figure 3.5 Heat Flux Comparison of Inverse Polynomial Result with Noise (0.02%)
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Figure 3.6 Inverse Polynomial Temperature With 0.02% Max Voltage Output Noise

CHAPTER IV

MODELING OF TEMPERATURE PROCESS MEASUREMENT
WITH THERMOCOUPLE

4.1 Introduction
The principle of thermocouple temperature measurement is based on
Seebeck’s effect [42], i..e., the electrical potential gradient is generated by a
temperature gradient in an open electrical circuit. The temperature resulting from a
thermocouple is in general not the true temperature that is measured, which has very
big effect on the IHCP [47]. There is very limited research on modeling the
temperature measurement with a thermocouple. Rabin and Rittel [48] explored a
model for the time response of a solid-embedded thermocouple and a valuable
suggestion is given on thermocouple selection: the thermo diffusivity of the
thermocouple should be at least one order of magnitude higher than that of the
measured material in order to obtain meaningful results in transient measurements.
But the analysis is based on the assumption that there is no thermal resistance at the
thermocouple material interface, which is at odds with a practical situation. In this
chapter, the temperature measurement process with a thermocouple will be modeled
in a different way, and a detailed analysis will be given.
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4.2 Modeling of Temperature Measurement with Thermocouple
Take the center of the thermocouple as the original point of a coordinate system.
Here for simplicity, Cartesian systems are used rather than spherical systems. The
convection is not involved in the analysis. Then the process can be simplified into a 1-D
system shown in Figure 4.1. (the governing equations of this 1-D system can be easily
extended to multidimensional convection involved system)

Material

Thermocouple

T∞ , h∞

0

a

b

Fig. 4.1 Temperature Measurement With Thermocouple

Thermocouple region:
kp

kp

∂ 2 T p ( x, t )
∂x

2

∂T p (0, t )

− kp

∂x

= ρ pcp

∂T p ( x, t )
∂t

=0

∂T p (b, t )
∂x

T p ( x,0) = Tinf

= h(t )(Tc − T p )

0 < x < b, t > 0

(4.1a)

x = 0, t > 0

(4.1b)

x = 0, t > 0

(4.1c)

0 ≤ x ≤ b, t = 0

(4.1d)
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Material region:
∂ 2Tc ( x, t )
∂T ( x, t )
kc
= ρ c cc c
2
∂t
∂x

b < x < a, t > 0

(4.2a)

− kc

∂Tc (b, t )
= h(t )(T p − Tc )
∂x

x = b, t > 0

(4.2b)

− kc

∂Tc (a, t )
= h∞ (T∞ − Tendc )
∂x

x = a, t > 0

(4.2c)

b ≤ x ≤ a, t = 0

(4.2d)

Tc ( x,0) = Tm

4.3 Temperature Relationship at Thermocouple Material Interface

For a linear system, a more straightforward relationship at the thermocouple
material interface can be obtained from (4.1) and (4.2). Assume (4.1) and (4.2) are linear
problems, and that the heat flux at the thermocouple material interface is q. Using finite
difference technique to discretize the space coordinately, gives
T&p = [ A p ]T p + [ B p ]q

(4.3a)

Titfp = [C p ]T p + [ D p ]q

(4.3b)

T&c = [ Ac ]Tc + [ Bc ]q

(4.4a)

Titfc = [C c ]Tc + [ Dc ]q

(4.4b)

The frequency domain versions of (4.3) and (4.4) will be respectively,
q = G p ( s )Titfp

(4.5)

q = Gc ( s )Titfc

(4.6)

Simple algebraic operation on (4.5) and (4.6) gives,
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Titfp =

Gc ( s )
Titfc
G p (s)

(4.7)

(4.7) is a very important result in terms of the analysis and design of the temperature
measurement process. If

Gc ( s )
= 1 for all frequency components, then Titfp = Titfc , i.e.,
G p (s)

the thermocouple measurement is exactly equal to the actual temperature. This is an
idealized result. Consider the situation where the thermocouple volume is small enough
such that the lumped analysis method can be used to approximate (4.1), then G p (s ) is a
first order integral process. If the material is discretized into n elements, then Gc (s ) is in
general a n-order integral process. The relationship between the true temperature Titfc and
the measured temperature Titfp will be a n-1 order integral process. It depends not only on
thermocouple thermophysical properties and the interface heat transfer condition but also
on the thermophysical properties of the measured material. So in practice,

Gc ( s )
< 1,
G p (s)

i.e., the thermocouple result will be less or greater than the actual temperature. One
objective of the temperature measurement design process is to choose a suitable
thermocouple for different processes so that

Gc ( s )
→ 1 for a large frequency band, thus
G p (s)

reducing the measurement error. It should be pointed out that the thermocouple time
constant depends only on its physical properties and thermocouple interface heat transfer
coefficient. Equation (4.7) is a temperature transfer relationship between the
thermocouple and the measured material in the frequency domain. In this case, the
transfer function depends not only on the thermocouple physical properties and the
thermocouple material interface heat transfer coefficient but also on physical properties
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of the measured material. References [49] and [50] on obtaining the thermocouple time
constant from (4.7) through curve fitting are not strict, the results are the time constants
of the complete temperature measurement process. Also, the measurement temperature
modification is dangerous through inverse Laplace transform as explained in chapter 2,
because it is a differential process, which is very sensitive to measurement high
frequency noise.

4.4 Temperature Measurement Process Simulation with FEA

The direct problem (4.1) and (4.2) is discretized using the finite element method [51]
resulting in,
( M + ∆tβK )θ n +1 = [ M − ∆t (1 − β ) K ]θ n + ∆tβF n +1 + ∆t (1 − β ) F n

(4.8a)

Where the element components are
M ije = ∫ ρcN i N j dΩ

(4.8b)

Ωe

K ije = ∫ kN i N j dΩ + ∫ hα N i N j dΩ
Ωe

Ωe

(4.8c)

α is the interface surface or the outside surface of material
Fi e = ∫ N i h∞ T∞ dΓ
Γe

The following two sets of physical quantities are used in the calculation:

(4.8d)
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Table 4.1 Physical Properties of Thermocouple and Material
Thermocouple

Material I

Material II

k p = 388W / m 0 C

k c = 213W / m 0 C

k c = 213W / m 0 C / 20

c p = 403 J / kg 0 C

cc = 1210 J / kg 0 C

cc = 1210 J / kg 0 C / 20

ρ p = 8940kg / m 3

ρ c = 2700kg / m 3

ρ c = 2700kg / m 3 / 20

Tinf = 20 0 C

Tm = 600 0 C

b = 1mm

h∞ = 2000W / m 0 C
T∞ = 20 0 C
a = 51mm

The material is discretized into 20 elements and the thermocouple is kept one element.
The time step is 0.1s. β = 1 is used for Euler backward difference method.

The Triangular heat transfer coefficient profile at the thermocouple-material interface is
assumed in (4.9) and Figure 4.2.
 300 + 15t

h(t ) = 200 − 80 / 7(t − 55)
 200


0 ≤ t < 20
20 ≤ t ≤ 55
55 < t ≤ 80

(4.9)
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Heat Transfer Coefficient at Interface vs. Time
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Fig. 4.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient At Thermocouple Material Interface

The simulation results are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively for different material
properties.
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Temperature vs. Time
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Fig 4.3 True Temperature vs. Measured Temperature
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From Figures 4.3 and 4.4, it is obvious that the thermocouple response changes
with the material physical properties, which validates the result in section 4.3. The so
called thermocouple time constant in reference [49] is not strict, because it changes with
measured material properties.
These also show that proper thermocouple selection is necessary for different
temperature measurement processes, so that better temperature tracking results can be
obtained.

4.6 Conclusions

The temperature measurement with a thermocouple is modeled with simplified 1D Cartesian systems. Frequency domain analysis shows that the relationship between
measured and true temperature is an integral process. The effect of the temperature
measurement not only depends on the thermocouple physical properties, the heat transfer
coefficient at thermocouple material interface but also the material physical properties,
which is validated by the FEA result.

Possible future research on this topic will include:
1. Multi-dimensional (or spherical systems) modeling and FEA of the temperature
measurement process;
2. Convection heat transfer and mass transportation are involved in the modeling.

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS

The research presented in this thesis provides several contributions summarized below:
1) Popular IHCP methods are extensively analyzed. Three categories are classified,
i.e., the direct inverse method, the observer-based method and the optimization
method.
2) A new robustness index is defined to represent the measurement noise and
parameter uncertainties attenuation capability of inverse heat conduction method.
3) The methods in the three categories are compared based on the proposed twoproperty index, i.e., accuracy and robustness. While the accuracy shows how
close the estimated result are to the exact result, the robustness represents the
uncertainty attenuation capability when the disturbances associated with
parameters and temperature measurement noises propagate through the IHCP
method. Although CGM shows similar accuracy and robustness to SVD, CGM can
be readily extended to multidimensional and nonlinear IHCP. The sequential
method in the observer category shows very weak robustness. The robustness of
the zero-phase solution of the BM method is between CGM, SVD and sequential
method. So different IHCP methods can be chosen for a given situation based on
these analysis and comparisons.
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4) A post-processing filtering procedure is proposed to enhance the robustness of
weak IHCP methods such as the BM method and sequential method in high-level
noise situations.
5) The calibration procedure is also provided to decide the unknown parameters in
IHCP method. This procedure can minimize the difference between exact and
estimated heat flux and ease the practical application of IHCP method.
6) The effect of thermocouple dynamics on the inverse heat conduction calculation
is analyzed. The MRE (maximum relative error) is employed to analyze the
relative errors due to both the method itself and to omitted thermocouple
dynamics. The analysis shows that the thermocouple dynamics can be omitted in
the inverse heat calculation only in the situation where the thermocouple time
constant is very small (0.0046s). If possible, every link in the direct heat
conduction problem should be included in the inverse heat conduction calculation.
7) Due to the importance of thermocouple time constant in the inverse heat
calculation, the temperature measurement process using a thermocouple is
modeled and analyzed using FEA in the final chapter.
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APPENDIX A
CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD DERIVATION
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The derivation of the conjugate gradient method is based on perturbation theory [9]. In
this appendix, the detailed derivation procedure of the method in Chapter 2 is provided.

Sensitivity Problem:

The sensitivity problem can be obtained by assuming that the temperature T ( x, t ) is

perturbed by an amount ∆T ( x, t ) , when the heat strength g p (t ) is perturbed by ∆g p (t ) .
By replacing T ( x, t ) by T ( x, t ) + ∆T ( x, t ) , and g p (t ) by g p (t ) + ∆g p (t ) in the direct
problem (2.1), and then subtracting the original direct problem from the resulting
expressions, the sensitivity problem (2.16) is obtained.

Search Step Size:

The iterative procedure for function estimation is given by,
g np+1 (t ) = g np (t ) − β n p n (t )

(A.1)

The functional S ( g np+1 (t )) for iteration n+1 is obtained by rewriting Eq (2.14),

{

}

tf
2
α
S [ g p (t )] = ∫ Tˆ (t ) − T [ x meas , t ; g np (t ) − β n p n (t )] dt +
0
2

∫

tf

0

[ g np (t ) − β n p n (t )]2 dt

(A.2)

Linearizing the estimated temperature T [ x meas , t ; g np (t ) − β n p n (t )] by a Taylor expansion,
gives,
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T [ x meas , t ; g np (t ) − β n p n (t )] ≈ T [ x meas , t ; g np (t )] − β n

∂T
∆g kp (t )
n
∂g p (t )

(A.3)

∂T
∆g np (t )
n
∂g p (t )

Let ∆T [ p n (t )] =

(A.4)

And p n (t ) = ∆g np (t )

(A.5)

Combining (A.3) (A.4) and (A.5), gives,
T [ x meas , t ; g np (t ) − β n p n (t )] ≈ T [ x meas , t ; g np (t )] − β n ∆T [ p n (t )]

(A.6)

So (A.2) will be,

{

}

tf
2
α
S [ g np+1 (t )] = ∫ Tˆ (t ) − T [ x meas , t ; g np (t )] + β n ∆T [ p n (t )] dt +
0
2

∫

tf

0

[ g np (t ) − β n p n (t )]2 dt
(A.7)

Let

βn

d ( S [ g np+1 (t )])

= 0 , and solve for β n gives,

dβ n

∫
=

tf

0

tf

2{T [ x meas , t ; g np (t )]}∆T [ p n (t )]dt + ∫ α {g np (t ) p n (t )}dt
0

∫

tf

0

tf

2∆T [ p (t )]dt + ∫ α [ p n (t )]2 dt
2

n

(A.8)

0

Adjoint Problem

Rewrite functional (2.14) with Lagrange multiplier λ ( x, t ) , gives,

{

}

tf
2
α
S [ g p (t )] = ∫ Tˆ (t ) − T [ x meas , t ; g p (t )] dt +
0
2
1

+∫

∫

tf

x =0 0

∫

tf

0

[ g p (t )]2 dt

∂T
λ ( x, t )[∇ T ( x, t ) + g p (t )δ ( x − x source ) − ]dtdx
∂t
2

(A.9)
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PerturbingT ( x, t )

by

∆T ( x, t ) ,

g p (t )

by

∆g p (t ) .

By

replacing

T ( x, t ) by

T ( x, t ) + ∆T ( x, t ) , and g p (t ) by g p (t ) + ∆g p (t ) in (A.9), and then subtracting the original
(A.9) from the resulting expressions, gives,
tf
tf
∆S[ g p (t )] = ∫ 2{T ( x, t ) − Tˆ (t )}∆T ( x, t )dt + ∫ α [ g p (t )∆g p (t )]dt
0

0

1

+∫

∫

tf

x =0 0

λ ( x, t )[∇ 2T ( x, t ) + ∆g p (t )δ ( x − x source ) −

∂∆T
]dtdx
∂t

(A.10)

The double integral term is integrated by parts, and consider boundary condition of
sensitivity problem, we have,
1 tf

∆S [ g p (t )] = ∫

∫

0 0

2{T ( x, t ) − Tˆ (t )}δ ( x − x meas )∆T ( x, t )dt

tf

tf

0

0

+ ∫ α [ g p (t )∆g p (t )]dt + ∫ λ ( x source , t )∆g p (t )dt
1 tf

+∫

∫

0 0

λ ( x, t )[∇ 2T ( x, t ) −

(A.11)

∂∆T ( x, t )
]dtdx
∂t

or
1 tf

∆S [ g p (t )] = ∫

∫

0 0

2{T ( x, t ) − Tˆ (t )}δ ( x − x meas )∆T ( x, t )dt

tf

+ ∫ [αg p (t ) + λ ( x source , t )]∆g p (t )dt
0

1 tf

+∫

∫

0 0

[∇ 2 λ ( x, t ) +

∂λ ( x, t )
]∆T ( x, t )dtdx
∂t

tf

x =1

0

x =0

− ∫ ∇λ ( x, t )∆T ( x, t )

(A.12)

dt

1

− ∫ λ ( x, t f )∆T ( x, t f )dx
0

The boundary value problem for the Lagrange multiplier λ ( x, t ) is obtained by allowing
the terms containing ∆T ( x, t ) on the right hand side of (A.12) to vanish, which lead to the
following adjoint problem:
∇ 2 λ ( x, t ) +
∇λ (1, t ) = 0

∂λ ( x, t )
+ 2[T ( x, t ) − Tˆ (t )]δ ( x − x meas ) = 0
∂t

(A.13a)
(A.13b)
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∇λ (0, t ) = 0

(A.13c)

λ ( x, t f ) = 0

(A.13d)

and
tf

∆S [ g p (t )] = ∫ [αg p (t ) + λ ( x source , t )]∆g p (t )dt
0

(A.14)

or
∇S[ g p (t )] = λ ( x source , t ) + αg p (t )

(A.15)

APPENDIX B
MATLAB ALGORITHM OF THE CGM FOR DETERMINING ESTIMATED HEAT
FLUX AND ITS ASSOCIATED ROBUSTNESS
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clear;
%Specify Necessary Constant
ro=1.0;
cp=1.0;
k=1.0;
L=1.0;
nn=11; %Number of nodes
dx=L/(nn-1); %Spacing
len=1.44; %time length
n=144; %number of time steps
h=len/(n); %time step
sigma=h/(dx)^2*(k/(ro*cp));
numeRMS=round(1.44/h)+1;
row=[1+2*sigma,-sigma,zeros(1,nn-2)]; %assembling direct problem matrix
A=toeplitz(row,row);
A(1,1)=1;A(1,2)=-1;
A(nn,nn-1)=-1; A(nn,nn)=1;
%Creating a History of q(t)- Trianglar Wave
t=0;
for j=1:n+1;
t(j)=(j-1)*h;
end;
gtime=[0,0.6,1.2,len];
gdata=[0,0.6,0,0]';
g=interp1(gtime,gdata,t,'linear');
g_original=g;
g=g*h/(ro*cp);
invA=inv(A);
Xheatsource=0.0; %heat source position
heatsourcepoint=1+round(Xheatsource/dx);
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
%Solve the direct problem
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
for i=1:n
gg(heatsourcepoint)=g(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
Xmeas=L; % Get the exact model temp output at Meas point
measpoint=1+round(Xmeas/dx);
Y=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint); %The exact Temp at measured point
%find the maxi element of Y(t)
Ymax=0;
tempY=size(Y);
numY=tempY(1,1);
for i=1:numY
if Ymax<Y(i)
Ymax=Y(i);
end
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end
noise=0.005*Ymax*(randn(n+1,1)); %currupted by noise
Y=Y+noise;
Ystd=std(noise);
mean=mean(noise);
gp0=zeros(n+1,1); %specify initial guess heat source
d0=noise;d1=d0;
for i=1:n+1;
tempgp0(i)=10.0;
tempdeltSgp0(i)=1.0;
end
gp1=gp0;
deltSgp0=(tempdeltSgp0)';
deltSgp1=deltSgp0;
err=100;
numintgral=1000;
hh=len/numintgral
tt=0;
for i=1:numintgral;
tt(i)=(i-1)*hh;
end
format long;
%algorithm
gama=0.0;
count=0;
while err>=len*(Ystd)^2,
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
Tadjfirst=Tfirst;
Tsensifirst=Tfirst;
%transfer gp(t),d(t),deltSg(t)
gp0=gp1;
d0=d1;
deltSgp0=deltSgp1;
%solve the direct problem
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=gp0(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
Tmeas=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint);
Terr=Tmeas-Y; %evaluate error s[gp(t)]
TYerr=interp1(t,Terr,tt,'spline');
for j=1:numintgral;
tempTYerr(j)=TYerr(j)^2;
end
err=hh*trapz(tempTYerr); %evaluate S(gp(t)) (2.4.2)
%solve adjoint problem
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for i=1:n+1;
reTerr(i)=Terr(n+2-i); %reverse TYerr
end
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(measpoint)=2*reTerr(i);
Tadjfirst=Tadjfirst+gg;
Tadjsecond=invA*Tadjfirst;
Tadj(i+1,1:nn)=Tadjsecond';
Tadjfirst=Tadjsecond;
Tadjfirst(1)=0;Tadjfirst(nn)=0;
end
reLan=Tadj(1:n+1,heatsourcepoint); %get reverse Lan
for i=1:n+1;
Lan(i)=reLan(n+2-i); %reverse reLan
end
deltSgp1=Lan';
%evaluate gama from (2.4.9.b)
interdeltSgp1=interp1(t,deltSgp1,tt,'spline');
interdeltSgp0=interp1(t,deltSgp0,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
interdeltSgp1(i)=interdeltSgp1(i)*(interdeltSgp1(i)interdeltSgp0(i));
interdeltSgp0(i)=interdeltSgp0(i)^2;
end
d1=deltSgp0+gama*d0;
gama=hh*trapz(interdeltSgp1)/(hh*trapz(interdeltSgp0));
%solve sensitivity problem (2.3.4)
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=d1(i);
Tsensifirst=Tsensifirst+gg;
Tsensisecond=invA*Tsensifirst;
Tsensi(i+1,1:nn)=Tsensisecond';
Tsensifirst=Tsensisecond;
Tsensifirst(1)=0;Tsensifirst(nn)=0;
end
Tsensi=Tsensi(1:n+1,measpoint);
deltT=Tsensi;
%evaluate the search step size beta
interdeltT=interp1(t,deltT,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
beta1(i)=TYerr(i)*interdeltT(i);
beta2(i)=(interdeltT(i))^2;
end
beta=hh*trapz(beta1)/(hh*trapz(beta2));
gp1=gp0-beta*d1; %evaluate new estimation of gp(t)
err;
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eRMS=0;
eggp1=g'-gp1;
for i=1:numeRMS;
eRMS=eRMS+(eggp1(i))^2;
end
count=count+1
eRMS=sqrt(eRMS/(numeRMS))
end
gp1=gp1*(ro*cp)/h;
%plot(t,g_original,t,gp1);
q0=gp1;
%%%%% cal. dq/dk %%%%%%%%%%%%
delt_t_div=2.0;
%Specify Necessary Constant
ro=1.0;
cp=1.0;
deltk=0.0001/delt_t_div;
k=1.0+deltk;
L=1.0;
nn=11; %Number of nodes
dx=L/(nn-1); %Spacing
len=1.44; %time length
n=144; %number of time steps
h=len/(n); %time step
sigma=h/(dx)^2*(k/(ro*cp));
numeRMS=round(1.44/h)+1;
row=[1+2*sigma,-sigma,zeros(1,nn-2)]; %assembling direct problem matrix
A=toeplitz(row,row);
A(1,1)=1;A(1,2)=-1;
A(nn,nn-1)=-1; A(nn,nn)=1;
%Creating a History of q(t)- Trianglar Wave
t=0;
for j=1:n+1;
t(j)=(j-1)*h;
end;
gtime=[0,0.6,1.2,len];
gdata=[0,0.6,0,0]';
g=interp1(gtime,gdata,t,'linear');
g_original=g;
g=g*h/(ro*cp);
invA=inv(A);
Xheatsource=0.0; %heat source position
heatsourcepoint=1+round(Xheatsource/dx);
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
%Solve the direct problem
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
for i=1:n
gg(heatsourcepoint)=g(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
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Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
Xmeas=L;
measpoint=1+round(Xmeas/dx);
Y=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint); %The exact Temp at measured point
Y=Y+noise;
gp0=zeros(n+1,1); %specify initial guess heat source
d0=noise;d1=d0;
for i=1:n+1;
tempgp0(i)=10.0;
tempdeltSgp0(i)=1.0;
end
gp1=gp0;
deltSgp0=(tempdeltSgp0)';
deltSgp1=deltSgp0;
err=100;
numintgral=1000;
hh=len/numintgral
tt=0;
for i=1:numintgral;
tt(i)=(i-1)*hh;
end
format long;
%algorithm
gama=0.0;
count=0;
while err>=len*(Ystd)^2,
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
Tadjfirst=Tfirst;
Tsensifirst=Tfirst;
%transfer gp(t),d(t),deltSg(t)
gp0=gp1;
d0=d1;
deltSgp0=deltSgp1;
%solve the direct problem
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=gp0(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
Tmeas=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint);
%evaluate error s[gp(t)]
Terr=Tmeas-Y;
TYerr=interp1(t,Terr,tt,'spline');
for j=1:numintgral;
tempTYerr(j)=TYerr(j)^2;
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end
err=hh*trapz(tempTYerr);

%evaluate S(gp(t)) (2.4.2)

for i=1:n+1;
reTerr(i)=Terr(n+2-i); %reverse TYerr
end
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(measpoint)=2*reTerr(i);
Tadjfirst=Tadjfirst+gg;
Tadjsecond=invA*Tadjfirst;
Tadj(i+1,1:nn)=Tadjsecond';
Tadjfirst=Tadjsecond;
Tadjfirst(1)=0;Tadjfirst(nn)=0;
end
reLan=Tadj(1:n+1,heatsourcepoint); %get reverse Lan
for i=1:n+1;
Lan(i)=reLan(n+2-i); %reverse reLan
end
deltSgp1=Lan';
%evaluate gama from (2.4.9.b)
interdeltSgp1=interp1(t,deltSgp1,tt,'spline');
interdeltSgp0=interp1(t,deltSgp0,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
interdeltSgp1(i)=interdeltSgp1(i)*(interdeltSgp1(i)interdeltSgp0(i));
interdeltSgp0(i)=interdeltSgp0(i)^2;
end
d1=deltSgp0+gama*d0;
gama=hh*trapz(interdeltSgp1)/(hh*trapz(interdeltSgp0));
%solve sensitivity problem (2.3.4)
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=d1(i);
Tsensifirst=Tsensifirst+gg;
Tsensisecond=invA*Tsensifirst;
Tsensi(i+1,1:nn)=Tsensisecond';
Tsensifirst=Tsensisecond;
Tsensifirst(1)=0;Tsensifirst(nn)=0;
end
Tsensi=Tsensi(1:n+1,measpoint);
deltT=Tsensi;
%evaluate the search step size beta
interdeltT=interp1(t,deltT,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
beta1(i)=TYerr(i)*interdeltT(i);
beta2(i)=(interdeltT(i))^2;
end
beta=hh*trapz(beta1)/(hh*trapz(beta2));
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gp1=gp0-beta*d1; %evaluate new estimation of gp(t)
err;
eRMS=0;
eggp1=g'-gp1;
for i=1:numeRMS;
eRMS=eRMS+(eggp1(i))^2;
end
count=count+1
eRMS=sqrt(eRMS/(numeRMS))
end
gp1=gp1*(ro*cp)/h;
q_k=gp1;
dqk=(q_k-q0)/deltk;
%%%%% cal. dq/dr0 %%%%%%%%%%%%
deltro=0.0001/delt_t_div; %Specify Necessary Constant
ro=1.0+deltro;
cp=1.0;
k=1.0;
L=1.0;
nn=11; %Number of nodes
dx=L/(nn-1); %Spacing
len=1.44; %time length
n=144; %number of time steps
h=len/(n); %time step
sigma=h/(dx)^2*(k/(ro*cp));
numeRMS=round(1.44/h)+1;
%assembling direct problem matrix
row=[1+2*sigma,-sigma,zeros(1,nn-2)];
A=toeplitz(row,row);
A(1,1)=1;A(1,2)=-1;
A(nn,nn-1)=-1; A(nn,nn)=1;
%Creating a History of q(t)- Trianglar Wave
t=0;
for j=1:n+1;
t(j)=(j-1)*h;
end;
gtime=[0,0.6,1.2,len];
gdata=[0,0.6,0,0]';
g=interp1(gtime,gdata,t,'linear');
g_original=g;
g=g*h/(ro*cp);
invA=inv(A);
Xheatsource=0.0; %heat source position
heatsourcepoint=1+round(Xheatsource/dx);
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
%Solve the direct problem
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
for i=1:n
gg(heatsourcepoint)=g(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
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Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
Xmeas=L; % Get the exact model temp output at Meas point
measpoint=1+round(Xmeas/dx);
Y=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint); %The exact Temp at measured point
Y=Y+noise;
gp0=zeros(n+1,1); %specify initial guess heat source
d0=noise;d1=d0;
for i=1:n+1;
tempgp0(i)=10.0;
tempdeltSgp0(i)=1.0;
end
gp1=gp0;
deltSgp0=(tempdeltSgp0)';
deltSgp1=deltSgp0;
err=100;
numintgral=1000;
hh=len/numintgral
tt=0;
for i=1:numintgral;
tt(i)=(i-1)*hh;
end
format long;
%algorithm
gama=0.0;
count=0;
while err>=len*(Ystd)^2,
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
Tadjfirst=Tfirst;
Tsensifirst=Tfirst;
%transfer gp(t),d(t),deltSg(t)
gp0=gp1;
d0=d1;
deltSgp0=deltSgp1;
%solve the direct problem
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=gp0(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
Tmeas=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint);
%evaluate error s[gp(t)]
Terr=Tmeas-Y;
TYerr=interp1(t,Terr,tt,'spline');
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for j=1:numintgral;
tempTYerr(j)=TYerr(j)^2;
end
err=hh*trapz(tempTYerr); %evaluate S(gp(t)) (2.4.2)
%solve adjoint problem
for i=1:n+1;
reTerr(i)=Terr(n+2-i); %reverse TYerr
end
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(measpoint)=2*reTerr(i);
Tadjfirst=Tadjfirst+gg;
Tadjsecond=invA*Tadjfirst;
Tadj(i+1,1:nn)=Tadjsecond';
Tadjfirst=Tadjsecond;
Tadjfirst(1)=0;Tadjfirst(nn)=0;
end
reLan=Tadj(1:n+1,heatsourcepoint); %get reverse Lan
for i=1:n+1;
Lan(i)=reLan(n+2-i); %reverse reLan
end
deltSgp1=Lan';
%evaluate gama from (2.4.9.b)
interdeltSgp1=interp1(t,deltSgp1,tt,'spline');
interdeltSgp0=interp1(t,deltSgp0,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
interdeltSgp1(i)=interdeltSgp1(i)*(interdeltSgp1(i)interdeltSgp0(i));
interdeltSgp0(i)=interdeltSgp0(i)^2;
end
d1=deltSgp0+gama*d0;
gama=hh*trapz(interdeltSgp1)/(hh*trapz(interdeltSgp0));
%solve sensitivity problem (2.3.4)
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=d1(i);
Tsensifirst=Tsensifirst+gg;
Tsensisecond=invA*Tsensifirst;
Tsensi(i+1,1:nn)=Tsensisecond';
Tsensifirst=Tsensisecond;
Tsensifirst(1)=0;Tsensifirst(nn)=0;
end
Tsensi=Tsensi(1:n+1,measpoint);
deltT=Tsensi;
%evaluate the search step size beta
interdeltT=interp1(t,deltT,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
beta1(i)=TYerr(i)*interdeltT(i);
beta2(i)=(interdeltT(i))^2;
end
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beta=hh*trapz(beta1)/(hh*trapz(beta2));
%evaluate new estimation of gp(t)
gp1=gp0-beta*d1;
err;
eRMS=0;
eggp1=g'-gp1;
for i=1:numeRMS;
eRMS=eRMS+(eggp1(i))^2;
end
count=count+1
eRMS=sqrt(eRMS/(numeRMS))
end
gp1=gp1*(ro*cp)/h;
q_ro=gp1;
dqro=(q_ro-q0)/deltro;
%%%%cal. dq/dcp %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Specify Necessary Constant
deltcp=0.0001/delt_t_div;
ro=1.0;
cp=1.0+deltcp;
k=1.0;
L=1.0;
nn=11; %Number of nodes
dx=L/(nn-1); %Spacing
len=1.44; %time length
n=144; %number of time steps
h=len/(n); %time step
sigma=h/(dx)^2*(k/(ro*cp));
numeRMS=round(1.44/h)+1;
row=[1+2*sigma,-sigma,zeros(1,nn-2)]; %assembling direct problem matrix
A=toeplitz(row,row);
A(1,1)=1;A(1,2)=-1;
A(nn,nn-1)=-1; A(nn,nn)=1;
%Creating a History of q(t)- Trianglar Wave
t=0;
for j=1:n+1;
t(j)=(j-1)*h;
end;
gtime=[0,0.6,1.2,len];
gdata=[0,0.6,0,0]';
g=interp1(gtime,gdata,t,'linear');
g_original=g;
g=g*h/(ro*cp);
invA=inv(A);
Xheatsource=0.0; %heat source position
heatsourcepoint=1+round(Xheatsource/dx);
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
%Solve the direct problem
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
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for i=1:n
gg(heatsourcepoint)=g(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
% Get the exact model temp output at Meas point
Xmeas=L;
measpoint=1+round(Xmeas/dx);
Y=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint); %The exact Temp at measured point
Y=Y+noise;
gp0=zeros(n+1,1); %specify initial guess heat source
d0=noise;d1=d0;
for i=1:n+1;
tempgp0(i)=10.0;
tempdeltSgp0(i)=1.0;
end
gp1=gp0;
deltSgp0=(tempdeltSgp0)';
deltSgp1=deltSgp0;
err=100;
numintgral=1000;
hh=len/numintgral
tt=0;
for i=1:numintgral;
tt(i)=(i-1)*hh;
end
format long;
%algorithm
gama=0.0;
count=0;
while err>=len*(Ystd)^2,
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
Tadjfirst=Tfirst;
Tsensifirst=Tfirst;
%transfer gp(t),d(t),deltSg(t)
gp0=gp1;
d0=d1;
deltSgp0=deltSgp1;
%solve the direct problem
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=gp0(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
Tmeas=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint);
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%evaluate error s[gp(t)]
Terr=Tmeas-Y;
TYerr=interp1(t,Terr,tt,'spline');
for j=1:numintgral;
tempTYerr(j)=TYerr(j)^2;
end
err=hh*trapz(tempTYerr); %evaluate S(gp(t)) (2.4.2)
%solve adjoint problem
for i=1:n+1;
reTerr(i)=Terr(n+2-i); %reverse TYerr
end
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(measpoint)=2*reTerr(i);
Tadjfirst=Tadjfirst+gg;
Tadjsecond=invA*Tadjfirst;
Tadj(i+1,1:nn)=Tadjsecond';
Tadjfirst=Tadjsecond;
Tadjfirst(1)=0;Tadjfirst(nn)=0;
end
reLan=Tadj(1:n+1,heatsourcepoint); %get reverse Lan
for i=1:n+1;
Lan(i)=reLan(n+2-i); %reverse reLan
end
deltSgp1=Lan';
%evaluate gama from (2.4.9.b)
interdeltSgp1=interp1(t,deltSgp1,tt,'spline');
interdeltSgp0=interp1(t,deltSgp0,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
interdeltSgp1(i)=interdeltSgp1(i)*(interdeltSgp1(i)interdeltSgp0(i));
interdeltSgp0(i)=interdeltSgp0(i)^2;
end
d1=deltSgp0+gama*d0;
gama=hh*trapz(interdeltSgp1)/(hh*trapz(interdeltSgp0));
%solve sensitivity problem (2.3.4)
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=d1(i);
Tsensifirst=Tsensifirst+gg;
Tsensisecond=invA*Tsensifirst;
Tsensi(i+1,1:nn)=Tsensisecond';
Tsensifirst=Tsensisecond;
Tsensifirst(1)=0;Tsensifirst(nn)=0;
end
Tsensi=Tsensi(1:n+1,measpoint);
deltT=Tsensi;
%evaluate the search step size beta
interdeltT=interp1(t,deltT,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
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beta1(i)=TYerr(i)*interdeltT(i);
beta2(i)=(interdeltT(i))^2;
end
beta=hh*trapz(beta1)/(hh*trapz(beta2));
%evaluate new estimation of gp(t)
gp1=gp0-beta*d1;
err;
eRMS=0;
eggp1=g'-gp1;
for i=1:numeRMS;
eRMS=eRMS+(eggp1(i))^2;
end
count=count+1
eRMS=sqrt(eRMS/(numeRMS))
end
gp1=gp1*(ro*cp)/h;
q_cp=gp1;
dqcp=(q_cp-q0)/deltcp;
%%%%% cal. dq/d(dx) %%%%%%%%%%%%
%Specify Necessary Constant
deltdx=0.0001/delt_t_div;
ro=1.0;
cp=1.0;
k=1.0;
L=1.0;
nn=11; %Number of nodes
dx=L/(nn-1)+deltdx; %Spacing
len=1.44; %time length
n=144; %number of time steps
h=len/(n); %time step
sigma=h/(dx)^2*(k/(ro*cp));
numeRMS=round(1.44/h)+1;
%assembling direct problem matrix
row=[1+2*sigma,-sigma,zeros(1,nn-2)];
A=toeplitz(row,row);
A(1,1)=1;A(1,2)=-1;
A(nn,nn-1)=-1; A(nn,nn)=1;
%Heat source
t=0;
for j=1:n+1;
t(j)=(j-1)*h;
end;
gtime=[0,0.6,1.2,len];
gdata=[0,0.6,0,0]';
g=interp1(gtime,gdata,t,'linear');
g_original=g;
g=g*h/(ro*cp);
invA=inv(A);
%heat source position
Xheatsource=0.0;
heatsourcepoint=1+round(Xheatsource/dx);
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gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
%Solve the direct problem
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
for i=1:n
gg(heatsourcepoint)=g(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
Xmeas=L;
measpoint=1+round(Xmeas/dx);
%The exact Temp at measured point
Y=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint);
Y=Y+noise;
%specify initial guess heat source
gp0=zeros(n+1,1);
d0=noise;d1=d0;
for i=1:n+1;
tempgp0(i)=10.0;
tempdeltSgp0(i)=1.0;
end
gp1=gp0;
deltSgp0=(tempdeltSgp0)';
deltSgp1=deltSgp0;
err=100;
numintgral=1000;
hh=len/numintgral
tt=0;
for i=1:numintgral;
tt(i)=(i-1)*hh;
end
format long;
%algorithm
gama=0.0;
count=0;
while err>=len*(Ystd)^2,
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
Tadjfirst=Tfirst;
Tsensifirst=Tfirst;
%transfer gp(t),d(t),deltSg(t)
gp0=gp1;
d0=d1;
deltSgp0=deltSgp1;
%solve the direct problem
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=gp0(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
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Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
Tmeas=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint);
%evaluate error s[gp(t)]
Terr=Tmeas-Y;
TYerr=interp1(t,Terr,tt,'spline');
for j=1:numintgral;
tempTYerr(j)=TYerr(j)^2;
end
err=hh*trapz(tempTYerr); %evaluate S(gp(t)) (2.4.2)
%solve adjoint problem
for i=1:n+1;
reTerr(i)=Terr(n+2-i);
%reverse TYerr
end
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(measpoint)=2*reTerr(i);
Tadjfirst=Tadjfirst+gg;
Tadjsecond=invA*Tadjfirst;
Tadj(i+1,1:nn)=Tadjsecond';
Tadjfirst=Tadjsecond;
Tadjfirst(1)=0;Tadjfirst(nn)=0;
end
%get reverse Lan
reLan=Tadj(1:n+1,heatsourcepoint);
%reverse reLan
for i=1:n+1;
Lan(i)=reLan(n+2-i);
end
deltSgp1=Lan';
%evaluate gama from (2.4.9.b)
interdeltSgp1=interp1(t,deltSgp1,tt,'spline');
interdeltSgp0=interp1(t,deltSgp0,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
interdeltSgp1(i)=interdeltSgp1(i)*(interdeltSgp1(i)interdeltSgp0(i));
interdeltSgp0(i)=interdeltSgp0(i)^2;
end
d1=deltSgp0+gama*d0;
gama=hh*trapz(interdeltSgp1)/(hh*trapz(interdeltSgp0));
%solve sensitivity problem (2.3.4)
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=d1(i);
Tsensifirst=Tsensifirst+gg;
Tsensisecond=invA*Tsensifirst;
Tsensi(i+1,1:nn)=Tsensisecond';
Tsensifirst=Tsensisecond;
Tsensifirst(1)=0;Tsensifirst(nn)=0;
end
Tsensi=Tsensi(1:n+1,measpoint);
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deltT=Tsensi;
%evaluate the search step size beta
interdeltT=interp1(t,deltT,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
beta1(i)=TYerr(i)*interdeltT(i);
beta2(i)=(interdeltT(i))^2;
end
beta=hh*trapz(beta1)/(hh*trapz(beta2));
%evaluate new estimation of gp(t)
gp1=gp0-beta*d1;
err;
eRMS=0;
eggp1=g'-gp1;
for i=1:numeRMS;
eRMS=eRMS+(eggp1(i))^2;
end
count=count+1
eRMS=sqrt(eRMS/(numeRMS))
end
gp1=gp1*(ro*cp)/h;
%plot(t,g_original,t,gp1);
q_dx=gp1;
dqdx=(q_dx-q0)/deltdx;
%%%%dqi/dTj%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Specify Necessary Constant
ro=1.0;
cp=1.0;
k=1.0;
L=1.0;
nn=11; %Number of nodes
dx=L/(nn-1); %Spacing
len=1.44; %time length
n=144; %number of time steps
h=len/(n); %time step
sigma=h/(dx)^2*(k/(ro*cp));
numeRMS=round(1.44/h)+1;
%assembling direct problem matrix
row=[1+2*sigma,-sigma,zeros(1,nn-2)];
A=toeplitz(row,row);
A(1,1)=1;A(1,2)=-1;
A(nn,nn-1)=-1; A(nn,nn)=1;
%Creating a History of q(t)- Trianglar Wave
t=0;
for j=1:n+1;
t(j)=(j-1)*h;
end;
gtime=[0,0.6,1.2,len];
gdata=[0,0.6,0,0]';
g=interp1(gtime,gdata,t,'linear');
g_original=g;
g=g*h/(ro*cp);
invA=inv(A);
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Xheatsource=0.0; %heat source position
heatsourcepoint=1+round(Xheatsource/dx);
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
%Solve the direct problem
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
for i=1:n
gg(heatsourcepoint)=g(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
% Get the exact model temp output at Meas point
Xmeas=L;
measpoint=1+round(Xmeas/dx);
%The exact Temp at measured point
Y=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint);
Y=Y+noise;
Temp=Y;
delt_T=0.0001/delt_t_div;
for outj=1:n+1
Y=Temp;
Y(outj)=Temp(outj)+delt_T;
%specify initial guess heat source
gp0=zeros(n+1,1);
d0=noise;d1=d0;
for i=1:n+1;
tempgp0(i)=10.0;
tempdeltSgp0(i)=1.0;
end
gp1=gp0;
deltSgp0=(tempdeltSgp0)';
deltSgp1=deltSgp0;
err=100;
numintgral=1000;
hh=len/numintgral
tt=0;
for i=1:numintgral;
tt(i)=(i-1)*hh;
end
format long;
%algorithm
gama=0.0;
count=0;
while err>=len*(Ystd)^2,
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
Tadjfirst=Tfirst;
Tsensifirst=Tfirst;
%transfer gp(t),d(t),deltSg(t)
gp0=gp1;
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d0=d1;
deltSgp0=deltSgp1;
%solve the direct problem
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=gp0(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
Tmeas=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint);
%evaluate error s[gp(t)]
Terr=Tmeas-Y;
TYerr=interp1(t,Terr,tt,'spline');
for j=1:numintgral;
tempTYerr(j)=TYerr(j)^2;
end
err=hh*trapz(tempTYerr); %evaluate S(gp(t)) (2.4.2)
%solve adjoint problem
for i=1:n+1;
reTerr(i)=Terr(n+2-i);
%reverse TYerr
end
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(measpoint)=2*reTerr(i);
Tadjfirst=Tadjfirst+gg;
Tadjsecond=invA*Tadjfirst;
Tadj(i+1,1:nn)=Tadjsecond';
Tadjfirst=Tadjsecond;
Tadjfirst(1)=0;Tadjfirst(nn)=0;
end
reLan=Tadj(1:n+1,heatsourcepoint); %get reverse Lan
for i=1:n+1;
Lan(i)=reLan(n+2-i); %reverse reLan
end
deltSgp1=Lan';
%evaluate gama from (2.4.9.b)
interdeltSgp1=interp1(t,deltSgp1,tt,'spline');
interdeltSgp0=interp1(t,deltSgp0,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
interdeltSgp1(i)=interdeltSgp1(i)*(interdeltSgp1(i)interdeltSgp0(i));
interdeltSgp0(i)=interdeltSgp0(i)^2;
end
d1=deltSgp0+gama*d0;
gama=hh*trapz(interdeltSgp1)/(hh*trapz(interdeltSgp0));
%solve sensitivity problem (2.3.4)
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
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for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=d1(i);
Tsensifirst=Tsensifirst+gg;
Tsensisecond=invA*Tsensifirst;
Tsensi(i+1,1:nn)=Tsensisecond';
Tsensifirst=Tsensisecond;
Tsensifirst(1)=0;Tsensifirst(nn)=0;
end
Tsensi=Tsensi(1:n+1,measpoint);
deltT=Tsensi;
%evaluate the search step size beta
interdeltT=interp1(t,deltT,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
beta1(i)=TYerr(i)*interdeltT(i);
beta2(i)=(interdeltT(i))^2;
end
beta=hh*trapz(beta1)/(hh*trapz(beta2));
%evaluate new estimation of gp(t)
gp1=gp0-beta*d1;
err;
eRMS=0;
eggp1=g'-gp1;
for i=1:numeRMS;
eRMS=eRMS+(eggp1(i))^2;
end
count=count+1
eRMS=sqrt(eRMS/(numeRMS))
end
gp1=gp1*(ro*cp)/h;
q_T=gp1;
for iii=1:n+1
dqT(iii,outj)=(q_T(iii)-q0(iii))/delt_T;
end
end
%Specify Necessary Constant
ro=1.0;
cp=1.0;
k=1.0;
L=1.0;
nn=11; %Number of nodes
dx=L/(nn-1); %Spacing
len=1.44; %time length
n=144; %number of time steps
h=len/(n); %time step
sigma=h/(dx)^2*(k/(ro*cp));
numeRMS=round(1.44/h)+1;
%assembling direct problem matrix
row=[1+2*sigma,-sigma,zeros(1,nn-2)];
A=toeplitz(row,row);
A(1,1)=1;A(1,2)=-1;
A(nn,nn-1)=-1; A(nn,nn)=1;
%Creating a History of q(t)- Trianglar Wave
t=0;
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for j=1:n+1;
t(j)=(j-1)*h;
end;
gtime=[0,0.6,1.2,len];
gdata=[0,0.6,0,0]';
g=interp1(gtime,gdata,t,'linear');
g_original=g;
g=g*h/(ro*cp);
invA=inv(A);
%heat source position
Xheatsource=0.0;
heatsourcepoint=1+round(Xheatsource/dx);
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
%Solve the direct problem
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
for i=1:n
gg(heatsourcepoint)=g(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
% Get the exact model temp output at Meas point
Xmeas=L;
measpoint=1+round(Xmeas/dx);
%The exact Temp at measured point
Y=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint);
%find the maxi element of Y(t)
Ymax=0;
tempY=size(Y);
numY=tempY(1,1);
for i=1:numY
if Ymax<Y(i)
Ymax=Y(i);
end
end
%currupted by noise
noise_qwithnoise=0.005*Ymax*(randn(n+1,1));
Y=Y+noise_qwithnoise;
Ystd_qwithnoise=std(noise_qwithnoise);
%specify initial guess heat source
gp0=zeros(n+1,1);
d0=noise_qwithnoise;d1=d0;
for i=1:n+1;
tempgp0(i)=10.0;
tempdeltSgp0(i)=1.0;
end
gp1=gp0;
deltSgp0=(tempdeltSgp0)';
deltSgp1=deltSgp0;
err=100;
numintgral=1000;
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hh=len/numintgral
tt=0;
for i=1:numintgral;
tt(i)=(i-1)*hh;
end
format long;
%algorithm
gama=0.0;
count=0;
while err>=len*(Ystd_qwithnoise)^2,
Tfirst=[zeros(nn,1)];
T(1,1:nn)=zeros(1,nn);
Tadjfirst=Tfirst;
Tsensifirst=Tfirst;
%transfer gp(t),d(t),deltSg(t)
gp0=gp1;
d0=d1;
deltSgp0=deltSgp1;
%solve the direct problem
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=gp0(i);
Tfirst=Tfirst+gg;
Tsecond=invA*Tfirst;
Tdirect(i+1,1:nn)=Tsecond';
Tfirst=Tsecond;
Tfirst(1)=0;Tfirst(nn)=0;
end
Tmeas=Tdirect(1:n+1,measpoint);
%evaluate error s[gp(t)]
Terr=Tmeas-Y;
TYerr=interp1(t,Terr,tt,'spline');
for j=1:numintgral;
tempTYerr(j)=TYerr(j)^2;
end
err=hh*trapz(tempTYerr); %evaluate S(gp(t)) (2.4.2)
%solve adjoint problem
for i=1:n+1;
reTerr(i)=Terr(n+2-i);
%reverse TYerr
end
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(measpoint)=2*reTerr(i);
Tadjfirst=Tadjfirst+gg;
Tadjsecond=invA*Tadjfirst;
Tadj(i+1,1:nn)=Tadjsecond';
Tadjfirst=Tadjsecond;
Tadjfirst(1)=0;Tadjfirst(nn)=0;
end
reLan=Tadj(1:n+1,heatsourcepoint); %get reverse Lan
for i=1:n+1;
Lan(i)=reLan(n+2-i); %reverse reLan
end
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deltSgp1=Lan';
%evaluate gama from (2.4.9.b)
interdeltSgp1=interp1(t,deltSgp1,tt,'spline');
interdeltSgp0=interp1(t,deltSgp0,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
interdeltSgp1(i)=interdeltSgp1(i)*(interdeltSgp1(i)interdeltSgp0(i));
interdeltSgp0(i)=interdeltSgp0(i)^2;
end
d1=deltSgp0+gama*d0;
gama=hh*trapz(interdeltSgp1)/(hh*trapz(interdeltSgp0));
%solve sensitivity problem (2.3.4)
gg=[zeros(nn,1)];
for i=1:n+1
gg(heatsourcepoint)=d1(i);
Tsensifirst=Tsensifirst+gg;
Tsensisecond=invA*Tsensifirst;
Tsensi(i+1,1:nn)=Tsensisecond';
Tsensifirst=Tsensisecond;
Tsensifirst(1)=0;Tsensifirst(nn)=0;
end
Tsensi=Tsensi(1:n+1,measpoint);
deltT=Tsensi;
%evaluate the search step size beta
interdeltT=interp1(t,deltT,tt,'spline');
for i=1:numintgral;
beta1(i)=TYerr(i)*interdeltT(i);
beta2(i)=(interdeltT(i))^2;
end
beta=hh*trapz(beta1)/(hh*trapz(beta2));
%evaluate new estimation of gp(t)
gp1=gp0-beta*d1;
err;
eRMS=0;
eggp1=g'-gp1;
for i=1:numeRMS;
eRMS=eRMS+(eggp1(i))^2;
end
count=count+1
eRMS=sqrt(eRMS/(numeRMS))
end
gp1=gp1*(ro*cp)/h;
%plot(t,g_original,t,gp1);
qwithnoise=gp1;
%%% assume uncertainty value %%%%%
Uk=0.0000;
Uro=0.0000;
Ucp=0.0000;
Udx=0.0000;
UT=2*Ystd;
% this value comes from noise level of qwithnoise, can not choose
arbitrarily
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%%% Uncertainty Analysis %%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%% square of dqd(i,j),i.e. d(qi)/d(Tj)%%%%%%%%%%%
sizedqT=size(dqT);
for i=1:sizedqT(1,1)
for j=1:sizedqT(1,1)
square_dqT(i,j)=(dqT(i,j))^2;
end
end
sum_square_dqT=sum((square_dqT)',1);
% general uncertainty analysis
for i=1:sizedqT(1,1)
Uq(i)=sqrt(sum_square_dqT(i)*(UT)^2+(dqk(i)*Uk)^2+(dqcp(i)*Ucp)^2+(dqro
(i)*Uro)^2+(dqdx(i)*Udx)^2); Upnewq=q0+Uq';
end
Lownewq=q0-Uq';
figure(1);hold on;
plot(t,q0,'r',t,Upnewq,'r',t,Lownewq,'r',t,qwithnoise,'b',t,g_original,
'g');
% general uncertainty analysis
title('Heat Flux vs. Time');
xlabel('Time (seconds)');
ylabel('Heat Flux (W/m^2)');
%legend('Exact','Estimated');
text(0.2,0.1,'general uncertainty analysis');
figure(1);hold off;
%%%%%%%detailed uncertainty analysis%%%%%%%%%
UTB=UT/5; %systematic uncertainty of measur. temp.
ro=1.0;
cp=1.0;
k=1.0;
L=1.0;
nn=11;
dx=L/(nn-1);
Uk=0.05*k;
Uro=0.05*ro;
Ucp=0.05*cp;
Udx=0.05*dx;
for j=1:sizedqT(1,1)
temp=0.0;
for i=1:sizedqT(1,1)
temp=temp+dqT(i,j);
end
temp=(temp*UTB)^2;
UqB(j)=sqrt(temp); %systematic measur. uncertainty
end
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% detailed uncertainty analysis
for i=1:sizedqT(1,1)
Uq(i)=sqrt((UqB(i))^2+sum_square_dqT(i)*(UT)^2+(dqk(i)*Uk)^2+(dqcp(i)*U
cp)^2+(dqro(i)*Uro)^2+(dqdx(i)*Udx)^2);
end
Upnewq=q0+Uq';
Lownewq=q0-Uq';
figure(2);hold on;
plot(t,g_original,'k',t,Upnewq,'r',t,Lownewq,'r',t,q0,'b');
detailed uncertainty analysis
title('Heat Flux vs. Time');
xlabel('Time (seconds)');
ylabel('Heat Flux (W/m^2)');
legend('Exact','Uplimit','Lowlimit','Estimated');
figure(2);hold off;

End of Listing
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